Silver ball
Student pinball addicts: competition, technological interest
By Jan Greben
For seine it is the competition. Others are intrigued by the electronic gimmickry.
Whatever the reason, a student strolling by the
west side of the Student Union can’t help but here the
dinging and donging of pinball machines. To many, the
sound is infectious-so much so that the campus pinlia I
center is almost constantly in use.
Some fanatics spend much of their day there.
regardless of classes.
"I’d say I’m here four to six hours a day." said a
computer science major as he herky-jerked the
"Captain Fantastic" machine. "When I’m hot one da:.
and winning replays, then I figure. what the hell. Fl.
skip class.
"The technology in these things is just as interesting as my classes. anyway.
-Now, would you mind." he requested. "I’m trying
to finish my game."
Left alone, he appeared consumed by his immediate world, a blinking pinball machine, and the
cigarette dangling out of the corner of his mouth.

Sco,, Allen

Yeti Ling Liu is entranced by his match with a blinking, clinking pinball machine.

His concentration symbolized the immense growth
in popularity pinball machines have enjoyed in the past
five years.
Pinball players suggest two possible reasons for
the increased use of the mechanical marvels: I.
franchised arcades, like San Jose’s Time Zone, have
improved the image from the former idea of a poo.

hail" type game. and 21 special effects wizardry ill
films, such as "Star Wars." have whetted ’Merest
electronic gadgets.
At the SJSU pinball center, there is an almost
caste-like separation of the talented players from tht
novices.
-I don’t even think those beginners shou.d bt
allowed in during certain Gilles." said Tom St v el.e.
math major who calls himself "a true master" of ttk
sport.
"All they beginners i do is come in and use up al
the machines so a 4uy who’s really into It has to war
around. What people have to realize is you have to pay
our dues it: this thing."
In jazz, perhaps, but pinball
Nevertheless, it is readily evident what players
know what they’re doing.
An experienced student of the game will a most
dance with the machine.
His feet balancing or: his toes. the -master" will
aggressively but gracefully maneuver the flippet
buttons, the bats controlled by the player to keen the
bail in line, keep a stead alp on the macture.
most importantly, learn just how far he can go in
shaking the machine unti. his game is voided.
Many pinball players stressed that once they.
figured out the proper -shake" on the silvet balls used
in the machines, they could win replays faith often
I Continued on back page’
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Police to press charges
against bomb suspect
By Chris Georges
University Police plan to file a complaint today in the Santa Clara County
District Attorney’s office against SJSU
student Larry Suite, who was charged
Wednesday with a series of bombings and
bomb threats on campus.
Once the complaint is filed, Suite, who
is in Santa Clara County Jail pending
$30,000 preliminary bail, will face an
arraignment date set by the district attorney’s office.
Suite was arrested in his Wednesday
morning genetics class by University
Police and charged with seven felony
counts. They stem from the explosion of a
bomb in religious studies Professor
Richard Keady’s office Tuesday and the

discovery of an explosive device in Duncan
Hall Monday.
Suite is also charged with threatening
to blow up that genetics class if a
scheduled exam in it were not cancelled.
University Police Sgt. William Correll,
in charge of the investigation, said
evidence found in a permissive search of
Suite’s car and house at 146 N. 16th St.
"would tend to support our conviction"
that Suite is linked to the bombs.
The Campbell office of the FBI is
currently examining both devices for
clues.
Once the local office finishes its
examination, the bombs will be sent to the
San Francisco office, where they will be
packaged and delivered to department
headquarters in Washington, D.C., ac-

cording to Frank Perrone of the San
Francisco office.
Suite’s parents, when reached at their
home in Paradise, Calif., would not
comment on their son’s arrest or the
charges.
The seven felony counts leveled
against Suite include: two counts of
planting an explosive device with intent to
injure, four counts of falsely reporting a
bomb and one count of threatening a
university official.
The charge of planting an explosive
device applies to both the Duncan Hall and
Keady’s Business Tower office bombs,
even though the Duncan Hall device did
not explode, according to Univesity Police
Chief Earnest Quinton.

But critics lack alternative

Profs’ grievance forum
labeled inefficient
By David Koenig
The faculty grievance process takes
up too much time, effort and expense for
all involved.
That is virtually the only point of
agreement between several previous
grievants, and Dean of Faculty Robert
Sasseen, who tries the cases for the
university.
And no one has an alternative to the
often tedious quasi-judicial hearings.
If a faculty member is turned down for
retention, tenure or promotion, he can file
for a grievance hearing, at which a panel
of three full-time faculty members decide
whether the employee’s RTP bid was
treated fairly.
The panel makes a recommendation to
SJSU President John Bunzel. If the
president disregards the panel’s recommendation, the grievant may call for an
outside arbitrator to make a final ruling.
According to veterans of the process,
it is arbitrary, discriminatory and the
panels don’t know what they’re supposed
to do. The faculty members, both winners
and losers, said the promotion process as a

whole is unfairly administered.
Sasseen said it is too early to tell if the
procedure is working, because the new
procedures have been in effect only. one
year.
A major break in opinion is where the
"burden of proof" should lie in a hearing.
"The burden of proof should not be on
a faculty member," said Tom McNerney,
who won a fight for retention this summer.
-Once he’s hired, the burden of proof
should be on the administration to show he
should be fired."
Such an approach, he argued, would
be consistent with practices in government
and teaching positions up to the univesity
level.
Sasseen said it is up to the grievant to
prove a university error.
"When somebody alleges a wrong of
some thing, the burden is always on the
one alleging the wrong," he said. "If the
university wants to discipline somebody,
then the burden is on us because we are the
accusing person.
"Conversely, when the grievant says
something went wrong during the process

of his promotion, then the burden is
rightfully placed on him," Sasseen said.
Robert Duman, director of concurrent
enrollment, has run the gamut of the
grievance process twice-and won twice.
He went to court in 1971 to gain tenure
after Chancellor Glenn Dumke refused to
grant it. Last year he went to arbitration to
gain a promotion that had been vetoed by
Bunzei.
The greatest weakness in the process,
Duman said, pertains to cases settled by
arbitration. The arbitrator should be able
to subpoena witnesses, request more
evidence and make a decision other than
those reached by the panel and president,
he said.
Now, the arbitrator can find for the
grievant, agree with the president or send
the case back to a panel for reconsideration.
"He is restricted to literally being an
umpire," Duman said. "The administration has tied the hands of the
arbitrator."
(Continued on Page 61

S. African apartheid protested

UPC votes against investments
The United Professors of California
state council voted last weekend to try to
end Public Employees’ Retirement
System investments in South Africa
through University of California Regent
Jack Henning,
The UPC will go through Henning
since he is head of the California Labor
Federation, AFL-C10, according to
assistant professor of engineering Jack
Kurzweil, campus UPC president.
PERS, through the California State
University and Colleges system, deducts
15 percent of faculty payroll checks fcr the
investment fund.

Out of $9 billion in PERS investments,
$1.2 billion is invested with corporations
that do business in apartheid South Africa.
Six percent of that money comes from
SJSU employees.
State UPC President Warren Kessler
said they would be conferring with Hen-

Farm deadline
Today is the last day for students to
turn in their Advance Registration forms.
Forms must be signed and turned in by 5
p.m.

ning about developing "strategies to cause
PERS to divest its investments" with
corporations that do business in South
Africa.
Henning is "extremely outspoken
against" investing in South Africa, Kurzweil said.
By going to the labor unions, UPC
hopes to generate the broad-based support, Kurzweil said.
"We’re confident something can be
done about it," Kurzweil said.
According to Kessler, membcrs of the
UPC state council were "deeply disturbed
to discover the South African problem has
infested our own lives."

Scoff Allen

Eight ball,
side pocket

Lining up over the shot, opporently one into the side
pocket, is Hall Mix, who hopes
to teach a billiards class at SJSU
next semester. For a story and
pictures of this -sport of gen
tlemen,- see Page 4.
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The Alcoholics Anonymous test

Are you a problem drinker?
By Bill Weeks
"I’m a juvenile product of the
working class,
whose best friend floats in the
botoin of a glass."
Bernie Toupin
Another semester at SJSU is
drawing to a close and once again it
is time to come to the realization
that we all have three months of
homework to do in three days.
This predictable academic
situation presents students with
three options to which they can
resolve their school problems:
They can either buckle down
and hit :he books in an all-out attempt to repent for past sins, they
can screw the entire mess and tune
in to see who is the guest host for the
Tonight Show is that evening or do
what practically everyone does
open up a text book and stare at it,
much too nervous to be able to read
anything.
It is to this third group this
column addresses itself to.
Much to often this predicament
"drives one to drink" under the
notion that the secrets of Plato are
concealed in that bottle of Jack
Daniels.
So perhaps finals time is as good

an opportunity as any to present this
test provided by Alcoholics
Anonymous (AM which will give
you an indication on whether you
turn to Mr. Booze as a luxury or a
necessity.
The test is prefaced by mentioning that most alcoholics fail to
Bill

Weeks

is

the

Assistant

Forum Page Editor

panions and inferior environments
when drinking?
8. Does drinking make you
careless of your family’s welfare?
9. Has your ambition decreased
since drinking?
10. Do you crave a drink at a
definite tune daily?

questions

11. Do you wan a drink the
morning after you have been
drinking?

1. Do you lose time from work
due to drinking?

12. Do you drink to escape
worries or troubles in your life?

your

13. Have yot. ever suffered a
complete loss of memory due to
drinking?

answer the
honestly:

following

2. Is drinking
home life unhappy?

making

3. Do you drink because you are
shy with other persons?
4. Is drinking affecting your
reputation?
5. Have you ever felt remorse
after drinking?
6. Have you suffered financial
difficulties as a result from
drinking?
7. Do you turn to lower corn-

14. Do you drink to build up your
self-confidence?
15. Have you ever been admitted to a hospital or institution
because of drinking?
Now come the moment of truth,
scoring.
According
to
Alcoholic
Anonymous if you answered any of
the above questions "yes," you are
in definite danger of becoming an

alcoholic.
If you answered "yes" to two of
the above questions the chances are
you are an alcoholic.
If you answered "yes" to three
or more of the above questions,
according to AA, you are definitely
an alcoholic.
According to the National
Council on Alcoholism, there are
currently nine million alcoholics in
this country.
Alcoholism is the nation’s
biggest health problem after heart
disease and cancer. Nearly 13,000
persons die each year from alcohol
related ailments such as cirrhosis of
the liver.
An alcoholic’s life is 10 to 12
years shorter than the non alcoholic’s.
In half of all murders in the
United States, either the victim or
the killer has been under the influence of alcohol. A fourth of all
suicide victims are found to have
significant amounts of alcohol in
their bloodstreams.
At least half of each year’s
55,000 automobile deaths and half of
the one million serious injuries
suffered in auto accidents can be
traced to "driving under the influence."
Drink up, everybody.

Grade ’inflation’: a sign of maturity
By Cynthia Fray
I want to thank Jack Kurzweil
( Dec. 6 Spartan Daily) for putting
the blame for those so called "inflated" grades exactly where it
belongs on the students.
But Jack, you are rather naive
about one thing. It is not because
these students come from the
proletariat.
I attended a state
university in the ’40s and most of my
fellow students were from this class.
We didn’t have the economic aids
available to today’s students and
most of us were depending very
heavily on the economic sacrifices of
our parents and older siblings
because the parents wanted at least
one college graduate in the family.
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In other words, our goals and
incentives were not entirely our own
and our maturity was yet to come.

as their parents did, juggled bali
bottle and book.

The average student in those
days was between 16 and 21, fresh
out of high school, single and only
vaguely aware of the responsibilities
and vicissitudes of adult life.

It is this maturity and responsibility that "inflates" the grades.
There are other reasons for this
maturity, but this is from my own
experience, and it is an area I
haven’t heard many mention.

Grades were tickets to freedom
from school, trophies to show
parents and props to lean on when
psyching-up for that first job interview. More often than not, our
major was determined or influenced
by our hard- working parents.

Fray is on SJSU on.
thropology sentor
Cynthia

Then came World War II and its
resultant changes, such as women
having entered the work force to
such a degree that there was no
possible return to the single
paycheck family, with the advent of
the G.I. Bill.
Many women continued to work
to help get hubby through school and
the married studen t’s dormitory
and the baby stroller became part of
the campus scene ( in the ’40s this
could be grounds for expulsion!).
The average student was now
older by a decade, matured and
seasoned by a very hard-knock
school, balancing baby bottle and
book, time-card and thesis and with
a most important difference his or
her very own educational goal.
The precedent having been
established, it persisted. Wives who
had interrrupted their studies to get
their husbands through school, now
began to come back.
The new
generation coming out of high school
into a world of inflated tuition and
living expenses and with the older
generation’s example, often went to
work and started a family first, then

If someone would make a study
along these lines as to the average
student’s age, position, marital and
family status, and make it required
reading for administrators, I think
they would show, as Jack Kurzweil
says, that no standards need be, or
even are, lowered for today’s
student.

Editor:
I read with some dismayed
interest the front-page story on
university enrolments in the
December 7 issue. We are all
pleased that student population
increased, and with that comes the
possiblity of additional faculty.
Unfortunately, the reporter did not
obtain accurate data in reporting the
enrollment increases or declines of
the several schools in the university.
For example, the School of
Humanities and the Arts is listed as
being one for several schools which
showed an enrollment decline. The
reverse is true. The enrollment in
Fall, 1976 was 3933 full -timeequivalent students, and it increaseb
in Fall, 1977 to 4,201.5 full-timeequivalent students. These figures
are taken from the official census
report of the university.
For several years the School of
Humanities and the Arts shared in
the enrollment decline of the entire
university, with a corresponding
loss of faculty members.
I would like to express my appreciation to those faculty inembers
who have accepted larger class
enrollments in order to meet the
student demand, and to the
departmental and school curriculum
committees for their continuing
attention to student needs both for
our own majors as well as those
from other Schools who need or
desire course work in the
Humanities and in the Arts to
complete their educational program
at SJSU.
Henry A. Bruhisma,
Dean of Humanities and Arts
EDITOR’S NOTE: The story appearing In the Dec. 7 Daily,
"Enrollment up in six schools," was
based on information released by
the SJSU institutional research
office. The same statistics were
reported by the research office to
the Chancellor of the California
State University and Colleges.

Baumgardner
praised
Editor:
I think congratulations are in
order for Spartan Daily cartoonist
Larry Baumgardner for producing
the finest political cartoons for the
paper that I’ve seen in my time at
SJSU.
The
conceptualizing,
creativeness and timely nature of
his work has been excellent. I sincerely believe he has added much to
the professional appearance of the
Spartan Daily.
I hope he plans to stay on next
semester.
Ross Mehan
Advertising Senior

Proper usage
Editor:
In your Dec. 2, 1977 article entitled "Chancellor’s Office to finance

lab," you quoted John Glam,
English Department chairman,
remarking abut the university’s
compensatory writing lab. He said
"The university saw a need for the
program to be continued and they
were very supportive of us..."
Strunk and White in "The
Elements of Style," which is commonly considered one of the best
writing manuals ever written, on
page 15 talks about word usage.
They say "Prefer the specific to the
general, the definite to the vague,
the concrete to the abstract."
Would it not have been more
specific, definite and concrete for
Glain to have said "The university
saw a need for the program to be
continued and they strongly supported us."
Supportive is a word that has
recently come into vogue with
bureaucrats and politicians. They
like supportive because it does not
imply the degree of support to the
extent that support itself does. In
other words, supportive does not say
much. Later on it makes it easier
for them to reintepret what they
said. Unfortunately, the scholarly
are now starting to use this word.
Supportive is hardly that important in itself, but when the
chairman of an English Department
uses such hyperbole in a quote abut
a compensatory writing program
people should wonder. It shows how
far questionable English has permeated into our society. Glam
should read "Strictly Speaking" by
Edwin Newman.
Sherry Watson
Ocupational Therapy Major
Steve Barber
Graduate, UCSB, Economics
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Editor:
The bureaucracy is at it again.
The most student oriented service in
the Student Union (the Peer Drop-In
Center) is now being threatened
with expulsion from the Union
because the A.S. Program Board
wants the room that t;,e Drop-In
Center is in for more office space.
By a funny little coincidence, the
House Comm-late of the Student
Union Board of Governors, which
has recommended that the Peer
Drop-In Center be expelled from the
Union, is comprised either of
members of the Program Board or
close friends.
They have decided that their
need for more off ice space
(questionable at all, considering
their poor performance in bringing
decent shows to SJSU) offsets the
need for the very personal support
services offered by the Peer Drop-In
Center. Once again student human
needs are being trampelled upon by
insensitive bureaucrats.
The Peer Drop-In Center offers
personal support to students who are
in an emotional or spiritual need for
comfort in times of stress.
Considering how big and impersonal this school is, what the
Peer Drop-In Center offers should
be of top priority in a building
supposedly for the needs of students,
the Student Union.
If it is unfairly evicted from the
Union, then I suggest those students
who don’t get the personal support
that is offered in their time of need,
look to the members of the Program
Board and their close buddies; AS.
Councilmen Rick Howe and Marcel
Miranda, S.U. Director Ron Barrett
and S.U. Asst. Director Pat Wiley, to
shoulder the responsibility for such
insensitivity to student human
needs.
These are the people who place
more importance on having office
space than on our human need for
supprt and communication.
This is a clear travesty upon
human needs, and the student
population should be aware of
what’s going on in this situation, and
be aware of those people who are
working against the needs of the
students here at SJSU.
Ron Taylor
Behavior Science Senior

Letter Policy
Letters should be submitted at
The Daily office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail
to The Forum Page, care of the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA 95114.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing and telephone number.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
Letters should be typed, doublespaced and self-edited. Because of
the limited time available to re-type
handwritten letters, typed letters
are preferred. Best read letters are
250 words or less.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style or libel.
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Peer center, program board

Ski REPORT

Dispute over S.U. space

There’s a good chance of new snow over the
weekend in the Sierra Nevada. Temperatures are
staying cool as mornings and evenings range between 12 and 25 degrees while during the day it stays
between 30 and 40 degrees.
The forecast calls for increasing clouds and a
chance of showers which may bring snow.
Sugar Bowl-12 to 20 inches of base with spring
( Jnditions and three lifts in operation. Some obstacles.
North Star-6 to 21 inches of base with 2 inches of
new snow that fell Thursday. Spring conditions with
three lifts in operation and some obstacles.
Alpine-15 to 27 inches of base with spring
conditions and four lifts in operation. Some obstacles.
Squaw Valley-12 to 18 inches of base with
spring conditions and five lifts in operation.
Heavenly VaUey-6 to 16 inches of base with
hard-packed snow turning soft in the afternoon.
Spring conditions and five lifts in operation.
Incline-8 to 10 inches of base with spring
conditions and three lifts in operation.

Kirkwood-14 to 16 inches of base with snow
being hard-packed and softening in the afternoon.
Spring conditions and five lifts in operation.
Bear Valley-16 to 22 inches of base with spring
conditions and four chairs in operation.
Dodge Ridge-6 to 18 inches of base with hard packed snow and softening in the afternoon. Spring
conditions and three lifts in operation.

A tour of local wineries
Tasting the grape
around San Jose
go is Gilroy and the Hecker
Pass. The wineries of this
area are extremely
diverse and have the
personal touch.
The Hecker Pass, also
known as Highway 152,
begins with the Live Oaks
Winery, run by Peter
Scagliotti, the youngest son
of the winery’s founder.
Pete believes in letting you
get more than just a taste.
He’ll pour glass after glass
of your favorite.
Pete is proud of his
wines and doesn’t twist
your arm to buy them.
The
"Premium
Quality" burgundy is
special, but it may run out
before this gets into print.
In addition, Pete
makes and sells the best
wine vinegar, both red and
white. He also hands out
recipes for a number of
dishes.
Next up the road are
Bertero and Kruse
wineries. The personnel
here are not always
pleasant and, in addition,
Kruse charges 50 cents for
tasting his product.
Right up the road on
the right is Fortino Winery.
It’s a good place to stop but
its main claim to fame is
that it’s owned by the
brother of Mario Fortino,
the neighboring winery’s
owner.
That one is the Hecker
Pass Winery, the last of the
wineries on the Hecker
Pass, and one of the best all
around.
Mario Fortino, the
owner,
is
polite,
knowledgeable, and makes

By John Weiland
Probably the best
reason for living in San
Jose is the easy access to
some of the best local wine
tasting in the world.
The reasons begin with
the climate and soil conditions in the Santa Clara
Valley, Livermore Valley
and Monterey County.
Secondly, however, is
the diversity of wineries
and their owners.
with
Beginning
Mirassou Winery, 3000
Aborn Road, East San
Jose, the wine taster will be
treated to a warm, dark,
atmosphere of an old wine
cellar.
The sales people are
pleasant and don’t pester
the customers.
Just pick any vintage
and any variety of
Mirassou wine and be
assured it’s going to be
It’s consistently
good.
better than any other
California winery.
The tasting room hours
are from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
and noon to 4 p.m. on
Sunday. The prices are
slightly higher than the
norm, locally.
Another good local stop
is Turgeon and Lohr
Winery, 1000 Lenzen Ave.,
off the Alameda in
downtown San Jose. Their
hours are 12 to 4 p.m. and
their wine is well worth
going out of the way for.
The next nearest
winery of worth is
Novitiate Winery in Los
Gatos. This Jesuit winery
is on College Avenue off
Main Street, and the picturesque seminary is
where Gov. Jerry Brown
once lived.
Novitiate offers a good
selection of wines from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. The tours
here are desirable since it
has the most atmosphere of
all the wineries.
Rambling on to other
places, the next direction to
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a number of wines. Don’t
leave without a bottle of his
Petite Sirah Select, an
award-winning creation.
An opportunity for
tasting more than wine
exists in Digger Dan’s
restaurant on the way back
to town. It’s on the same
street end makes a good
stop on the winery trail.
After you’ve eaten, the
next direction for good
wine tasting is north to
Livermore. Livermore has
four wineries, making the
trip worthwhile. They are
Concannon
Vineyard,
Wente Brothers, Villa
Armando,
and Stony
Ridge.
The best of the bunch is
Concannon, with friendly
sales people and excellent
wines. Their tasting hours
are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and noon
to 4:30 p.m. on Sunday.
This family winery
produces reputable wines
with an emphasis on whites
10 different types. That
began because founder
James Connannon decided
red wines would stain the
linens used to wipe out the
chalices used in church
services.
In addition, Concannon
is the only winery to grow a
Russian grape, Rkatsieli,
to produce a unique
varietal.
Up the road from
Concannon is Wente with
some excellent wines,
including some produced
from grapes they grow in
Monterey.
Villa
Armando
produces a notable Pinot
Noir to serve in its Spanishstyle tasting room on Santa
Rita Road. Stony Ridge
Winery is in a 90-year-old
rustic building in the
foothills of Pleasanton on
Vineyard Avenue.
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ADjemian,
Arthur
sales
advertising
representative for the
Spartan Daily, has been
advertising
named
manager for the Daily for
Spring 1978. He will succeed
Chris Gray, advertising
manager for Fall of 1977
ADjemian, a native of
El Paso, Texas, was
elected by the present
advertising staff on
November 22. The advertising senior has had
previous advertising experience with The Valley
News in Van Nuys. He also
served as editor of his high
school newspaper in El
l’aso.
managers
Other
named were Dan Dannenfelser to succeed
Debbie Brown as Retail
advertising manager, Ron
Starnes to follow Pete
Chambers as National

MeLETON’S WW1 ROAD

Arthur ADjemian
advertising manager and
Joni Napola to replace
Alan Carmain as Business.
manager. Anne Teng will
also succeed Toni Coshow
as Classifieds manager and
Bob Fong will take over as
Art Director, replacing
Marc Jeffrey Shur.
Karen Glick will also
continue as Mr. Clyde
Lawrence’s
personal
secretary.
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For those interested in
the consumption and not
just tasting of wines, the
tour of the local producers
will be a good idea to avoid
disappointment with an
unfamiliar store-bought
bottle.

By Linda Zavoral
The Student Union Board of Governors Tuesday
referred to an ad hoc committee the task of finding
alternate space for the A.S. Program Board and the Peer
Drop-In Center in the Student Union.
At issue are two things: 1) where to expand the
program board offices located next door to the drop-in
center) and 2) whether the Peer Drop-in Center belongs in
the Student Union.
This action came after the standing house committee,
which had been assigned to look into available space two
weeks earlier, reported "an apparent conflict" between
the Peer Drop-in Center and the Board of Governors
Policy which states "the Union cannot as a regular
practice accept organized classes or functions which are a
part of the academic program of the university."
Ron Taylor, drop-in center coordinator, disputed the
claim that the center can be considered a class since
’over half" the students working there do it on a volunteer
basis.
According to Dave Hereford, who works in the drop-in
center, students can receive credit for working two
semesters in the center. Three units of credit through New
College are offered for each semester.
After two semesters, the students must volunteer
their time, Hereford said.
Taylor called the house committee’s report a
"renewal of the same attack against the Peer Drop-In
Center" which had taken place at the last meeting of the
board.
"The majority of the house committee are members
of the Program Board or people clearly sympathetic to
that side," Taylor said.
Members of the house committee include Committee
Chairwoman Claudia Eastman, films chairwoman for the
A.S. Program Board; A.S. Councilmen Marcel Miranda
and Rick Howe; student John Boyden and non-university
representative Roy Hoch.

A.S. Councilman Michael Jackson took issue with the
house committee, saying "this isn’t a recommendation.
They didn’t even address" the space problem.
"I would like to chastise the house committee for not
meeting their charge," A.S. Executive Assistant Kim
Baskett said.
"I receive six units of credit for working in A.S.,"
Baskett said. "Should we hold the Peer Drop-In Center
responsible for some of their people receiving credit and
not hold A.S. responsible for the same thing?"
Eastman defended the committee’s recommendation,
saying "We did deal with the motion. We looked at the
rooms on the top level of the Student Union.
"As far as the attack on the Peer Drop-In Center, I
question the word ’attack.’ We only questioned the data.
(The center reported 547 students served for fall 1976 and
1,231 students served from September 1977 through
November 11, 1977.)
"We’re having too much defense and not enough offense."
A motion to reconsider the motion to find alternate
space in the Student Union for the drop-in center was put
on the floor by A.S. Councilman Marcel Miranda.
"A lot of us acted in haste," he said. "It’s very
possible we could have other requests" for Student Union
space from "student service-oriented organizations that
are very deserving of space."
Miranda said he was concerned about setting a
precedent.
Director of the Student Union Ron Barrett, a nonvoting member, said the board should "avoid taking away
meeting space" in the union "if at all possible."
The motion to reconsider failed 3-8-1, so the original
assignment went to the new ad hoc committee, made up of
Baskett, Miranda, Jackson and Hoch.
The committee will report back on available space at
the board’s next meeting Dec. 20.
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A

hustler’s
contest
era

The actions in the Student Union (right)
usually picks up in the afternoons. The
games are -eight ball" and -straight pool."
’Cut throat.- a game that involves three
people, is also very popular, although
serious shooters frown on it. Below, James
Ward watches the result of his shot. The
follow through, a very important part of
the pool stroke, should be natural and
smooth.

From gentlemenly game
to a smokey contest
Anyone who’s ever tried the game can
imagine the scenario.
The air is bluish with cigarette smoke,
yet the atmosphere is electric, even at this
late hour. The pool table is lit by a solitary
150-watt bulb, naked and suspended
overhead. Spectators shift nervously on
their feet.
A kid who can’t be more than 18 has
just run 40 balls and steps confidently back
from the table. The fat man smiles and
glances at the taut, worried men studying
him. With a benign look on his face he
chalks his cue stick and cocks his arm for
his first shot...
The game of pool, not to be confused
with its cousin, three-cushion billiards, has
a long, if slightly tarnished, history in
America.
Chroniclers tell us that a variation of
the game was brought to St. Augustine,
Fla., in 1565 by the Spanish. In England,
the "gentleman’s game" was widely
enjoyed, as it was in Colonial America.
In fact, Gov. George Clinton, upon
establishing his household in New York on
Sept. 26, 1725 said, "I...gave the order for
my Billiard Tables to be set up."
And John Quincy Adams installed a
pocket billiards table in the White House
with his own money in 1826, ignoring those
who said he was creating a "gambler’s
itenl’’

Paul
-Mad Dog"
Kuske grimaces as he
attempts a difficult
shot. Part of the measure of success in
pool lies with o
players ability
to
maintain his -cool,
especially
under
pressure.

Mr

Photos
and
iext by
Scott
Allen

But throughout the 19th and into the
20th century the "gentleman’s game"
shifted from being played in "billiard
lounges" to "pool halls," which abounded
with alcoholics, no-accounts and hustlers.
The pool shark has become a legendary figure in American folklore, and not
without good reason.
Upon winning all of a man’s money
and his car to boot, Rudolf Walter Wanderone, Jr., also known as "Minnesota
Fats," told the unlucky shooter as he left
the hall, "You came in here a motorist but
I made a pedestrian out of you."
Although there aren’t nearly the
400,000 tables in America today that there
were at the turn of the century, pool is
enjoying a renewed interest, and the
number of tables in homes is increasing
every year.
Particular versions of the game differ.
"Straight pool" is shot at most tournaments, but hustlers like the fast, quick
money games like "eight ball," "nine
ball" and "one pocket."
On campus, the Student Union and the
Spartan Pub have pool tables. Few use
Balabuskha’s the Rolls-Royce of cue
sticks and Willie Mosconi’s record run of
526 balls isn’t usually in danger, but some
iiood pool is shot nonetheless.
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Surf sound roars back

of cabbages
and kings,

By Corky Dick
The memories come
back.
Surfing, the beach,
leisure time during the
summer, blondes and hot
rods.
4/
The music of the 1960’s
is also easily recalled. Jan
By Carol Sarasohn
Two 8-year-old twin sisters, who believe in Santa Claus, and Dean, the Beach Boys,
.were talking the other night to another girl the same ago the Sufaries and the
Fantastic Baggys all
’who doesn’t.
Shannon Rinde: "Of course I believe in Santa Claus. I played that good time
know my daddy isn’t Santahe doesn’t own a Santa Claus sound which we’d sing
along to.
suit."
There’s one band from
Sheri Rinde: "I believe in Santa Claus, too. Do ykou
the
Santa Clara County
think our parents would be dumb enough to buy us all
that’s still playing that type
those toys?"
of music and achieving
Someone around campus is umnuMed. Please contact nationwide popularity in
Brad Ryder at The Daily office-277-3181 if you’ve lost the process.
The are called Papa
your muffler.
Bombs away: Moments after it was discovered that
Professor Richard Keady’s office had been bombed, the
bomb squad was called to investigate a suspicious
package received by Arlene Okerlund, Humanities and
Arts associate dean.
It seems that Keady’s and Okerlund’s office face each
other and when the package arrived it was only natural
that she would be afraid to open it.
"I had left the office for just a few minutes," Cornelia
Brenneis, the department secretary said, "and had not
yet told Dr. Okerlund that Dr. Bunzel’s office called to say
a package was being sent over."
The package was carefully opened and inside was a
Woody Allen record. Appended to Bunzel’s record was a
note: "Guard this with your life," it read.
It was indeed well guarded.
"What I want for Christmas," Tony Mendoza wrote,
"would be for all true bikophiliacs to come out of the
closet and revolt against the continuing encroachment of
cars onto the campus. Tony defines bikophilia as a "Greek
word: literally translated as lovers of bicycles."
I’ve heard of a lot of sexual aberrations, but never this
one. Back to the closet.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, retired founder of the Journalism
Department and the Spartan Daily, returned yesterday to
critique the paper and tell a few of his favorite anecdotes.
"Back in 1942," Bentel said, "our sports editor,
Sebastian "Scrappy" Squatrito, was also the manager of
the football team.
"The team was preparing to leave for Honolulu,"
Bentel said, "but there wasn’t any room on the plane for
Scrappy. I applied some pressure and Scrappy flew off
with the team.
"Once inside their hotel suite, members of the team
looked out the window and saw what they thought were
whales spouting.
"The spouting whales turned out to be bombs being
dropped by the Japanese.
"Here we were," Bentel recounted, "the only college
newspaper in the world with a reporter who saw the
beginning of World War II. We anxiously awaited word
from Scrappy, but none came. Several weeks went by,
with no news from Scrappy.
"When he finally returned to The Daily office, looking
chipper and happy, I shrieked across the room, ’Scrappy,
where were you?’"
"Honolulu," Scrappy replied nonchalantly.
"Why didn’t you write a story for us?" Bentel
demanded.
"There was no story," Scrappy said. "The football
’tame was cancelled."

Doo Run Run.
Formed in 1966, the
band has played 11 years
under different names.
The present lineup has
been together for three
years.
Papa consists of Don
Zirilli - keyboards; Jim
Shippey -drums; Jim Rush
-bass; Mark Ward - guitar;
and Jim Armstrong guitar.
AU contribute
vocals.
Shippey,
Steve
Dromensk,
former
guitarist for the group and
Larry
Lupo,
present
manager for the band were
the guiding forces in the
early days. The original
members met while at-

tending Cupertino High
School and hit it right off
with each other.
"The first six months
we started playing we
bombed," Lupo said. "The
kids were into acid rock,
but eventually turned
around and saw that surf
music was a lot of fn.
Playing high schools was
our first big exposure."
Things have been on
the upswing ever since.
RCA Victor signed Papa to
a contract in 1975. The
remake of "Be True To
Your School" was released
in 1976 and was moderately
successful throughout the
United States. The biggest
selling area for the single

Magazine on campus
Reed magazine, which
has existed since the 1920s,
is a magazine devoted to
the arts for the students
and by the students, said
Dr. Shelby Steele, advisor
to the publication,
Yet many students are
unaware of the Reed’s
existence or know little
about it, believes Steve
Hastings, Reed public
relations representative.
The campus literary
magazine is a balance of
short stories and poems,
submitted by students who
are not necessarily English
majors, Robert German,
acting editor, said.
In fact, Steele mentioned that there are few
English majors on the staff
and there has been an
editor from environmental
studies.
All types of submissions are welcome,
stressed German, and
students may still turn in
entries.
Art and photography is
being sought and nonfiction stories would be
accepted for the magazine
which is published once a
year in the primg.
Even a short one-act
play could be a refreshing
addition to the magazine,
German added.
The decisions of what
material will be printed
begins with the fiction
editor, co-editor, graphics
editor and poetry editor
selecting works with
potential, he said.
These choices are then

judged by the entire staff of
12.
Students should be
proud of themselves if they
merit a place in Reed
magazine, and realize that
their winning entry could
be a great "portfolio
piece," German said.
Yet this year, submission figures have
shrunk to a dismal 350
entries, which O’Connell
blames on lack of publicity.
Poor publicity may be
only one factor contributing to the diminishing
numbers in submission and
sale of copies. Hastings
said.
He believes that the
reason Reed hasn’t sold out
since 1969 is because in the
more
was
60’s
it
fashionable to be a poet,
while the current trend is
against poetry and fine
arts.
German suggested that
if people realize that the
magazine is good exposure
for the budding student
writer and good reading for
the student, maybe its
sales would go up, meriting
more funds from the AS.
That might make it easier
to cover printing costs, and
allow for promotional
expenses, German said.
A few years ago Reed
had to stop its format of
allowing any writer to
submit his work, in order to
be eligible for A.S. funds.
Last year the Reed
magazine cost $4 a copy to
print and sold for $1.25.
Minimal funds also make
sponsoring literary events

harder because there is no
money to pay artists,
Hastings said.
To circumvent the
expenses Hastings has
suggested selling ads for
the magazine, but German
argues that it would
destroy the literary aspect
of the Reed magazine and
would take away business
from other publications
such as the Spartan Daily.
Reed staff members
may receive one to three
units of credit for English
180 depending on the time
they spend working, Steele
said. Meetings must also
be attended once a week.
German, who spends
five to 10 hours a week on
the publication, spoke of a
possible class which sould
give students a choice of
credit in journalism,
English or graphics.
He added that staffers
may spend three to five
hours working, but stresses
that there’s no homework.
If the staff is not busy
with putting out the
magazine, it may organize
literary activities such as
the upcoming spring poetry
festival. It will have the
same format as this fall’s
poetry festival which
Hastings dubbed a success.
Steele concluded that
the advantageous turnover
of the staff each year gives
different people a chance
for experience and brings
new blood into each issue
which gives the magazine a
different flavor of variety
every time.

was in California.
Currently Papa is
negotiating with RCA
Victor’s Japanese label.
"American groups in
Japan are monsters," I.upo
said.
"A band that is
playing this type of sound
could become very big with
the right backing from the
label."

o - .f.
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Papa has also just
finished shooting a CBS
made-for-TV movie entitled "Dead Man’s
Curve." It is about the life
story of Jan and Dean,
focussing on their rise to
the top and the tragic
accident that cut short
their career. It will be
aired nationwide on Feb.
10.
Richard Hatch and
Bruce Davison will play
pop singers Jan and Dean
and Papa will be their back
in
this
up
band
biographical movie. The
filming took place in
Southern California.
Another
movie,
starring Papa, will begin
shooting in February. It is
called "Skateboard
Madness" and will have a
summer release. Besides
appearing in the movie, the
band will also be doing the
soundtrack consisting of
their original material.
The touring schedule
has picked up , constantly
for Papa each year. From
being on the road for six
months and home for six
months, the band has
expanded its schedule,
spending ten months this
year on the road.
"In several cities we
were accused of playing
Beach Boys records
backstage and lip synching," Lupo said. "We
took that as a left handed
compliment because we
were so well received. We
do try to keep our vocals
and arrangements as close
as possible to the copy
stuff."
Papa will be back in
this area in the coming
They’ll be apmonths.
pearing at the Santa Cruz
on
Auditorium
Civic
December 27, the San Jose
the
at
Show
Car
Fairgrounds on January
20, 21 and 22, the Odyssey
Room in Sunnyvale on

Papa Du Run Run
January 23, and the
Oakland Car Show at the
Coliseum on January 26, 27,
28 and 29.
We enjoy doing car
shows because the
publicity is great and a lot
of different people attend,"
Lupo said. "Colleges are
also very good."
On stage, "Papa"
creates as much enthusiasm as any band in
the business. They mix in
new originals which are
very catchy with old
as
such
favorites
"California Girls," "Good
Vibrations," and ’’Wipe
Out." Papa’s sets vary a
bit depending on where
they’re playing.
"When we first started
all we played was cow,
music," Lupo said. "Now
we have a shot to do our
own stuff which is what you

Miracle

AUTO PAINTING
BODY REPAIR

WHIT’S HAPPENING
Tina
Turner will
headline three evenings of
soul
tonight
through
Sunday at the Circle Star
Theater, 1717 Industrial
Road, San Carlos. B.B.
King and Bobby Blue Bland
are also on the bill.
Showtimes vary each
night.

Cult will headline the show
with Black Oak following.
The Runaways, an all -women band from Los
Angeles, will open the
show.
Skycreek, a country
rock band, will perform at
9:30 p.m. at the Wooden
Nickel, 2025 The Alameda,
Santa Clara.
Rock It, a hard rock
band, will play at 9:30
tonight and tomorrow at
the Odyssey Room, 799 E.
El Camino Real, Sunnyvale. Brotherly Love will
perform as the featured
band on Sunday night.

Paterson

William

as

Scrooge

Earth, Wind and Fire
will be in concert at 8
tonight, tomorrow and
Sunday at the Oakland

Coliseum, Nirnitz Freeway
and Hegenberger Road.
This soul-flavored evening
will also include Denice
Williams.

The Bureau of Western
Mythology will perform
Shakeseare’s "A Midsummer Night’s Dream"
at 8 tonight and tomorrow
at the Palo Alto Cultural
Center Auditorium on
Embarcadero and Newell
roads.

A disco dance will be
held at 10 p.m tomorrow in
the S.U. Music Listening
Room. The dance is
sponsored by Omega Psi
Phi.
"Scapino," a wai m
and comic play based on
the classic Moliere farce, is
being presented Tuesday
through Sunday at the Old
Town Theater in Los Gatos.
Performance times vary.

"Scapino" cast
Looking Glass," will be
presented at 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the Studio
Theater.

Arthur Miller’s "The
Crucible," will be
presented at 8 tonight and
tomorrow at Francis
Bacon Auditorium on
Naglee and Park avenues.

"This is a strange,
strange industry and you
never know what trend
could happen next. If we
had a choice between $1
million in the bank or El
million devoted to
publicity, we’d take the
publicity. That’s what can
make or break a group."
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famous tale of the miserly
Scrooge will run on various
days through December 31.
ACT is located at 450 Geary
St., San Francisco.

$30.00 value) with any of
Miracle Auto Painting’s fine
paint services, beginning at just
$59.95.
Expert body repair,
speedy and friendly service, and
free estimates, always. See the
Cavalcade of Color today.
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A night of black ’n’ blue
rock’n’roll will take place
at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the
Cow Palace, Geneva and
Rio Verde roads in San
Francisco. Blue Oyster
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Center, Administration Bldg.
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Home on wheels: cheap privacy

’Mobile’ variation in living

Ed Sour

Raising the
holiday spirit

Members of Tau Delta Phi helped
to prepare for the holiday season
as they raised the highet elevated
Christmas tree on campus onto the
roof of Tower Hall yesterday

By Terry Robertson
They’re cheap to buy and maintain, they
guarantee a return on the investment, and
they offer privacy. At the same tune, they
offer a sense of community and security.
These are the reasons some students are
turning to mobile homes.
Tim Tyson, an SJSU photojournalism
senior, and his wife, Karen, have been
married just two weeks. Realizing they
couldn’t afford the high cost of purchasing a
house, but wanting something to show for the
money they would otherwise have to put into
renting an apartment, they decided to buy a
used mobile home.
After consulting Santa Clara multiple
listings, they bought one, 20 feet by 44 feet, for
$5,000 and moved it to Riverbend Mobile
Home Park on Old Oakland Road in San Jose.
Tim has been living in it since July.
Riverbend is a community in itself.
Fences surround the park, making it distinct
from the rest of the area. There is a community center complete with a swimming
pool, playground, basketball court and
barbeque pits.
Passing through the main entrance, signs
immediately warn drivers to keep speeds to a
minimum.
Driving down the private, quiet streets,
one finds people sweeping their yards,
working in their gardens, or chatting with
their neighbors. Some wave greetings to
passing motorists. The atmosphere is one of
closeness and caring.
The Tysons’ home is on the main drive. In
the backyard, there is a small lawn and a
garden-one of the advantages of having a
shorter home, according to Tyson, who noted
that most mobile homes are 60 feet in length.
The aluminum-sided home features a
fully equipped kitchen, wall-to-wall carpets,
drapes, two bedrooms and one-and-a -half

"It’s not much, but it’s
mine. It’s a cheap way to
live and you own it
yourself."
baths. The Tysons have installed a washer
and dryer.
The monthly rent for the space is $127,
which includes water and garbage. They also
pay $182 in monthly payments for the hoine.
"The biggest reason we bought a mobile
home was the rent," explained Tyson. "We
couldn’t afford a house and we just couldn’t
see paying rent on an apartment and never
seeing it again. It’s like throwing money down
the drain."
He also noted that mobile homes don’t
depreciate in value so he and his wife could
sell it for about what they paid for it.
That’s another advantage, according to
Karen. When their family expands, they can
sell it and use that money for a down payment
on a house.
Karen also appreciates the living space in
their mobile home.
"It’s better than an apartment because
we have room to move around, but it’s not as
big as a house which makes it easier to do
housework," she noted. "With Tim going to
school and me working, who can find time to
do housework?"
The only disadvantage, according to Tim,
is the noise from rain hitting the aluminum
awnings.
Barbara Pedley, an aeronautical
operations junior at SJSU, bought a 19-foot
used travel trailer for $1,000 and moved into
San Jose Mobile Homes in East San Jose.

FLASHBACK

Ignorancegrievance weakness
(Continued from Page 1)
The major fault of the
grievance
hearings,
Duman said, is that faculty
who make up panels don’t
know what they’re supposed to do, and as a result
are easily intimidated by
Sasseen. He suggested the
statewide
Academic
Senate publish a guide for
panel members, outlining
their authority to seek the
evidence they want.
Panels, -to some
extent,"
judge
the
qualifications of the candidate, rather than
determine if he was
wronged in the promotion
process, Duman said.
"It’s inevitable that
faculty are reluctant to
grant tenure to anyone it
didn’t deem worthy of that.
Like it or not, you’ve got to
show you were worthy," he
said.
Sasseen also noted the
problem.
"The
grievance
committee is not intended
to be a super personnel
committee," he said. "But
sometimes they seem to
act like one."
Duman criticized the
prosecutor’s right to ask
for a summary judgment,
by which the panel may
dismiss the grievance after
his case is presented, and
before the administration
presents its case. Such a
dismissal doesn’t give the
grievant chance for
rebuttal, Duman said.
Sasseen countered by
saying, "If they’ve
(grievant) made no case,
why waste everybody’s
time? There’s no need for
it."
The promotion process
generally left a "bad taste"
for Tom McNerney,
assistant professor of
administration of justice.
His successful battle
last spring and summer to
save his job was a, fight
against a "witchhunt," he
said.

"I put well over 900
hours of my life fighting
unfair accusations," he
said of the testimony
against him by four witnesses.
And it cost him $7,150
in attorney’s fees.
Although
most
grievants do not hire a
lawyer, McNerney did
because he said faculty
members told him the case
was too complicated for a
layman to handle, and
could have wound up in
court anyway.
McNerney paid $2,000,
and colleagues have raised
some money, but over
$4,000 remains unpaid.
"I feel like I’ve been
fined $7,150."
McNerney said the
university should pay
attorney’s fees if the
grievant wins the case. He
is considering going to
court to get the university
to pay his fees.
Sasseen questioned
whether the university
should then be reimbursed
for its costs by losing
grievants. He said he was
unfamiliar with legal
precedents to make that
judgment.
McNerney said the
process could be improved
if both sides were given
subpoena power, that the
president not be able to
overturn a grievance
panel’s decision and that
an arbitrator be brought
into the hearings, instead
of being used to settle
panel-president disputes.
Sasseen
argued
against subpoena power
because it would take a
new state law to grant it.
McNerney
also
suggested
that
in
-professional fields" one

inember of the panel be "a
professional practitioner of
integrity,
impeccable
reputation and credentials."
Sasseen said that
would remove faculty
involvement
in
the
grievance process, and be
prohibitively expensive
when the number of
grievances in the 19campus CSUC is considered.
Nancy Wey spent three
years as a part-time lecturer of art history. She
applied for a tenured
position three years in a
row, but was turned down
each time, although the
department promotion
committee recommended
her for the job. Eventually,
a man was appointed.
Her grievance panel
ruled the university did not
err when it "dehired" her,
in the administrative
parlance.
Wey, now on unemployment benefits and still
living in the SJSU area,
said the promotion and
grievance policies are
arbitrary
and
pardiscriminatory,
ticularly against women
and part-time teachers.
Part-time teachers are
not allowed to serve on
grievance panels. That
rule, she said, prevented
her from being judged by
her peers.
Sasseen said part-time
faculty are not allowed on
grievance panels by state
law. He opposed any
change in the law, saying
part-timers lack a long
with
the
association
university necessary to
serve on a panel.
"The university as a
whole is under-represented

Ttip!fiCOD
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in women," Wey said. "We
pointed out the statistics in
the Art Department, that
two-thirds of the students
are women, but 86 percent
of the faculty is men."
In her just-concluded
hearing, English Professor
Sybil Weir tried to build a
case on the same grounds.
presented
Sasseen
statistical evidence to
refute the claims, based on
the percentage of full-time
probationary positions now
given to women.
Duman and Sasseen
agreed that a provision for
-informal settlement" of a
grievance should be used
more often by faculty.
Under the rule, Sasseen
reviews the case and
the
whether
decides
university made a mistake.
Last year, three professors
were promoted by informal
settlement.
One of the three is
Robert Gliner, the
sociology professor who
organized last month’s
deed on protesting the
present university administrative structure.

"I moved here so I can live by myself and
not worry about bothering roommates," she
said.
Referring to her home as a ’poor inan’s
house," she explained, "It’s not much, but it’s
(nine. It’s a cheap way to live and you own it
yourself."
San Jose Mobile Home Park is not as
manicured as Riverbend. It’s older and the
homes, a mixture of travel trailers and
mobile homes, are older.
But the yards are neat and the neighbors
are as friendly and as tightknit as at Riverbend. This is another reason Pedley enjoys
living there.
"It’s very secure here," she explained.
"The neighbors tell me anytime anybody’
knocks on my door and I’m not home. I have
two night classes and if I’m not home by
10:30, I’d swear there’d be a search party out
looking for :ire.
"It might sound like the neighbors are
nosy, but tolite, it’s veiy advantageous."
Linda Gilchrist, a West Valley College
student studying court reporting, lives by
herself three doors down from Pedley.
Like Pedley, she pays $90 monthly for the
space which includes all utilities except
electricity and phone.
Her parents bought the 8-by-35 foot used
trailer for $2,500 and lent it to her when shi
moved to San Jose froin Santa Cruz.
She also moved there to be alone.
"I’ve had roommates before and can’t
stand it," she explained. -This is the cheapest
way to live. In an apartment, you have to
have a roommate to survive."
Living in the trailer since the middle of
last summer, the only inconvenience she
admits is the size.
"But," she said, "I just have to get used
to it. It’s a small sacrifice when you’re going
to school."

Oil

Gliner said he doesn’t
know a great deal about the
grievance process, "I just
know it’s a lot easier to go
through personal appeal
( informal settlement)."
It was Sasseen who told
Gliner of the provision.
Informal settlement
does not hold any advantage over the hearing
process, Gliner said. "It
leaves the power of
promotion in the hands of
the president. I was lucky
he decided favorably in my
case."

this
date
in:
1966: SJS President
Robert Clark proclaimed
that sudents at SJS had
more "freedoms" than
those at protesting-torn UC
Berkeley.
1968: The SJS chapter
American
the
of
Federation of Teachers
voted overwhelmingly to
go out on strike. The
walkout was planned as a
sympathy strike concerning skirmish-riddled
Francisco State
San
College. About one-fourth
of the SJS faculty was AFT.
They walked out Jan. 6,
1969, for eight days.

Students joined the
protests, and crowds of up
to 700 students and instructors were marching
around campus by the last

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS
NEEDED TO MANAGE
HUMAN RESOURCES.
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Give SJSU coach
a fighting chance

.t

If

5

li

At a post-game press conference some time ago, head
football coach Lynn Stiles spoke warily of things to come.
"I look forward to 1978 with optimism, whether I’m on
the field or in the stands," he said smiling.
Unfortunately, 1.:any fans and alums aren’t smiling
. anymore.
,
In a letter to the Spartan Daily this week, two students
suggested firing Stiles and hiring such well-knowns as
Mike White, John Ralston or Paul Wiggin.
Not only were the two students incorrect in stating
SJSU lost 52-3 to Cal-Fullerton (It was Berkeley), but also
they must have been snorting airplane glue to think White,
Ralston or Wiggin would even consider coaching here.
The reasons are twofold: 1) SJSU would be a step
,down from where the coaches are accustomed to being.
White, of course, was given his release from Cal (Would
Bob Murphy hire someone that ripped his team 52-3?).
Ralston and Wiggin coached for the Broncos and
Chiefs respectively.
Going from the pros to SJSU would like going from the
finest china to paper plates.
Second, the three coaches will demand a high price,
something SJSU can hardly afford at this time.
Whether Lynn Stiles is an incompetent head coach is a
judgment that will be left up to Athletic Director Bob
Murphy and not, hopefully, the "outside" influences that
purportedly relieved Jack Christiansen of his duties at
Stanford last year.
I believe Stiles will be
back next year, with the
reasons why outweighing
or at least outnumbering
the reasons why not.
When you come down
to it, Darryl Rogers left
Stiles with: 11 Inferior
talent of underclassmen;
2) Pressure of winning
immediately and 3)
pressure of not only having
to fill a stadium of 18,000,
but also the subsequent
30,000 that the antiquated
Darryl Rogers
landmark will seat.
In supporting Stiles, one variable that should be
considered is that of the seven post-World War II head
football coaches before Stiles, only Wilbur Hubbard ( 194649) and Rogers (1973-75) had winning records after their
first two seasons.
Hubbard was 18-4-1 and Rogers was 13-7. Stiles’ mark
of 11-11 is ahead of Bob Bronzan (8-10 ),Robert Titchenal
( 7-12), Harry Anderson ( 8-13), Joe McMullen (3-10),
Dewey King ( 9-13 ).
It should be noted Bronzan lasted six years, Titchenal
eight and Anderson four.
Rogers, Hubbard or anyone else never had the streak
,of player injuries this year as Stiles had had.
When the honory captains of the walking wounded
went on the field before the San Diego State game, it
looked like a transfer unit from San Jose General
Hospital.
No coach, even those sadistically inclined, ever wants
his players injured. So I’ve heard, anyway.
Despite this year’s performance, Stiles does have a
fine recruiting ability, a necessary evil in today’s
coaching strategy.
Stiles has landed several players from other schools
who redshirted this year, including tailbacks Jewrel
Thomas of UCLA and Dexter Tisby of Washington State;
linebacker John Kulusich of UCLA and defensive back
Derrick Martin of Arizona State University.
One of this year’s prize finds was Frank
Manumaleuna. The Mowin’ Samoan was named to the
All-PCAA first team as a junior.
From a journalists’ standpoint, the former UCLA
linebacking coach was ideal (RE: Gary Peterson,
Wednesday’s Daily).
But, of course, all has not been a rash of celebrations.
Lack of creativity until all appeared lost has hurt fan
support.
Early in the year the Spartans pulled off a fake punt
which resulted in a 25-yard completed pass to Dwayne
O’Steen.
O’Steen, however, turned the first down into a penalty
when he over zealously tossed the ball in the air for a
delny ef vme penalty.
Stiles, apparently miffed at the happenings, failed to
call an imaginative play such as that until the Stanford
game when a double-reverse quarterback pass ended up
in, yes, an SJSU touchdown.
Oh yes, SJSU did try a flanker reverse at Long Beach
and Stanford which failed.
Defending Stiles, you utilize what you have. With lack
of depth at both running back and receiver positions, what
can a coach do (besides pray a lot)?
Another rap is Stiles’ control of the players. If he
doesn’t know who’s in the game (note: Jim Miller vs. San
Diego State) then who does?
To be sure, Lynn Stiles has yet to have a "normal"
season of coaching. He was rushed in late last year and
has suffered through a season of injuries this time around.
Next year will be a true test of his coaching ability.
He better succeed. If recent history is an omen, it might
be his last season.
The three who have coached here since 1969 have not
survived past their third season.
10*

NOTES AND MISQUOTES: Finally, I get to correct
another mistake.... Dr. Robert Bronzan was athletic
director, not assistant coach, when O.J. Simpson was
being recruited he re..."You demoted me," he
remarked...I guess it would be something like calling the
nation’s president a dog catcher.. Come to think of it,
some have.. .Bob Murphy, straighten your tie.. .By the
way, tbat dinner last Friday, where’s the dessert’
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Track stars
help teach
at clinic

Top divisions
reserved for
male fencers

Ron Livers, Dedy
Cooper and John Powell
will be on hand for the
SJSU track and field
camps for boys, girls and
coaches Dec. 19-21.

By Russell Ingold
The SJSU women fencers are champions. Not
only have they won the U.S. women’s foil title three
consecutive years, but one of their stars, Stacey
Johnson, even believes (with considerable
justif ication ) that they have the strength to defeat
any men’s team in the western United States.
But while champions they are, revolutionaries
they certainly are not.
They realize, as Johnson said, they are competing in a sport which is "traditionally male" and
which has not yet recognized women as capable
participants in two of the three men’s fencing
categories. In the epee and sabre divisions, only
men compete on a national and international level.
The female Spartans do, however, have a few
words to say about being restricted to foil fencing,
which was originally created as a practice weapon
for the epee the closest to the "real" dueling
weapon, the rapier.

Deadline for signups is
Thursday, Dec. 15.
Livers is SJSU’s threetune NCAA triple jump
champ, with a personal
best of 56-4 and one-half. .
His brother, Larry livers,
a coach at SJSU, will also
be on hand to offer tips in
the sprint and hurdle
events.
Cooper, SJSU hurdler,
is the NCAA 60 meters high
hurdle champ, and holds
the world record in that
event.
Powell is the ex-record
holder in the discus and
will coach his specialty.

"I think women should be able to compete in
sabre," said Johnson, who practices occasionally as
a sabre fencer but remains in the foil class in
which she has gone undefeated in individual bouts
the past four years.
"It’s all hypothetical, but I think that women
could be just as good as men if given the chance in
sabre," she continued. "What you have to have is
the heart of a fencer. For any sport you have to have
that heart."
Vincent Hurley, another top women’s fencer,
explained the rationale behind the belief that
women should stay out of sabre and epee divisions.
"They say, ’The women can’t compete because
they look terrible’ or, ’they might get hurt.’ Well,
sure they look ’terrible’ at it because women’s sabre
and epee are young sports. We’re just beginners,
not as proficient as men."
(Continued on page 8)

For $50, participants
will receive -a total of 15
hours of instruction in the
long jump, triple jump,
distance running, discus,
sprints, hurdles and pole
vault, plus three days room
and board.

Beth Gordinier

Sharon Roper (left) works out in practice with a teammate.

For $25 elementary
and high school kids can
participate in an all-events
track clinic conducted by
SJSU track coach Ernie
Bullard and his staff.
For additional information call Bullard at
277-3281 or 279-2334,

Rivals in the opener

Cagers in Classic tip-off tonight

Marilyn Odello

Head Basketball Coach Ivan Guevara maps out
strategy at a recent Spartan home game. SJSU is
competing tonight and tomorrow in the Utah
Classic.

Golden State event
hosted by Spartans
SJSU will be the site of the men’s Golden State
Gymnastics Open this Saturday and Sunday.
The Spartan team will include Marty Sharpe,
defending Golden State Open champion, Mike Levine and
Charles Paratore.
Competition will begin in the Men’s Gym Friday
night, Dec. 9, with the compulsory excercises. The
following evening, Dec. 10, the optional excercises will be
held.
Starting time both evenings is 7. Tickets can be
purchased at the door, $2 for adults and El for students.

CHILD CARE
for Spring 1978
HOURS AVAILABLE: 9-3;
Limited Spaces 8-9 a.m. & 3-4 p.m.
MINIMUM ATTENDANCE:
24 hrs./week & 6 hrs. on any one day
FEES: Depend on Income (0-96 cents/hr. )
THERE IS NO MAXIMUM INCOME
PARENTS: One must be S.J.S.U. Student
AGES: 2 1/2-5 ) pre-kindergarten & toilet trained)

By Mark Geyer
When the Spartan
cagers tip-off the Utah
Classic against PCAA rival
Long Beach State tonight,
hopefully they will not wait
seven minutes before they
decide to score a point.
Unfortunately, SJSU
did just that Tuesday night
during the first stop of a six
day road trip in Boulder,
Colo., falling behind 19-0 to
Colorado before getting on
the scoreboard.
Forward Wally Rank,
who has since returned
home early with a badly
sprained ankle, finally hits
jump-shot 6:51 into the
contest to end the horrid
drought.
The Spartans, despite
roaring back to within
eight, ended up on the short
end of a 75-62 score which
dropped their record to 1-2
and boosted Colorado’s to
2-2.
The University of Utah
sponsored tournament in
Salt Lake City features the
Spartans against Long
Beach State at 7 p.m. and
the Utes hosting Kent State
at 9 p.m. The losers will
meet at 7 tomorrow night
and the winners at nine.
Long Beach State, the
PCAA champs for the last
eight years, are expected
to meet Utah, last year’s
Western Athletic Conference champion, in the
final tomorrow.
Meanwhile,
the
Spartans are going to have

their hands full keeping
their cool against the tough
Forty-Niners in the opener.
Suffering from inexperience and lack of poise
in all three games so far,
SJSU is a definite underdog.
Coach Ivan Guevara
has expressed that cold
shooting or a hot hand on
the opposing team are
rational and acceptable
excuses. However, he said
that atrocious foul shooting
and turnovers are blatant
indicators of the jitters.
The Simians turned
the ball over 28 times in the
Colorado game and were 10
for 22 from the free throw
line. In the seatton opening
loss to Stanford, SJSU was
16 for 33 from the line and
had 19 turnovers.
Even in the overtime
win against North Dakota
in their home opener, the
Spartans blew a 15 point
halftime lead with 13
turnovers in the second
half and were still only 16
for 29 from the foul line.
Long Beach, starting
off the season with two
tough losses to Brigham
Young and Weber State,
have won big in its last two
games including a 105-72
thrashing of UC-Riverside
Monday.
The Forty-Niners are
led
by
All-American
hopeful Larry Gray at the
pivot and guards Donnie

ROUND TRIP
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FREE
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transportation only.
NAPE
HMS

Martin
and
Rickey
Williams.
Sophomore Sly Pritchett was the lone scoring
threat for SJSU Tuesday
hitting for 14 points, including four slam dunks.

Did you ever wonder what it
would feel like in the sky,
under canopy! Experience a
natural high-try sport parachuting.
First Jump Course
Group Rates
Mon. - Fri. 415-569-5358
Wed. - Sun. 415-757-9957
Steven’s Para -loft
School of Sport Parachuting
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Wrestlers pound Gators,
ready for Chico tourney
By Chris Georges
After crushing San Francisco State Wednesday night
24-12 and taking third at last weekend’s Mumby Invitational, the Spartan wrestling team will travel to the
Chico State Invititinal Tournament tomorrow.
Coach Terry Kerr’s grapplers, 3-0 in dual meet
competition this season, are "where I expected to be at
this time," he said.
"I want to win the PCAA again, and send five guys to
NCAAs."
Kerr’s crew demonstrated against SFSU that it is
capable of winning in the face of adversity. When no
referee showed for the meet, the Gators’ assistant coach
officiated.

SJSU in
last game

Hejnal, 9-1 on the season, recorded his first loss against
the Gators.
SJSU’s lineup for the Chico tourney, which begins at
10 a.m., is still undecided, Kerr said. Two or three weight
classes will be contested in intra-team challenge matches
to determine the Spartans’ representative in each.

Mumby Invitational
Bakersfield SA Cal 39; SJSU 21. Chico St. 25, San Francisco II. 23; Air
Force 11. Butte II; Cal PolySLO IS, Sianislaus SI I, Hayward St . Stanford.
Fresno St and Sacramento St. 0

Individual winners
1Bakerslield. Cook, Mu
SJSU. 11A e v
stiOelldd
Sto’ISUAnde’"rsGonengl:a1,110Ii.e.dr
SJSU
ISS-Meinal, SJSU
Brouhard, SJSU 177 Draper, Bakerslield 190.Belser, SF. Sth-Jensen SJSU
Hvy.Moskowite, C1. 4thKsiehn, SJSU, sthIlealt. SJSU
3. lAlii..-Cnr0.0ni,9Cral.BL:eltr,w,

"He was kind of biased in the first eight matches,"
Kerr laughed. "I accused him of seeing purple, because
their colors are purple and gold. One of the fans told him
he was missing a good match.
"One of our wrestlers said SFSU had an 11 -man
team." i Ten wrestlers compete.
Kerr cited 150-pounder Bob McDowell and 167 man
Kevin Hejnal as Spartan mainstays this season. McDowell, a senior, is undefeated this season and junior

ISO.McDowell.

SJSU 24, SFSU 12
1111 -Rodrigues ISJ / 0. Armstrong, 14.7, 124-Monola4is (SF) d Mills. 4-0
i34-000dy (oliS
Johnson. 7 32, 112 Strock I Si I d Sha, 10 7
1S0-M000well (LI) d Newsome. 00,, ISI.DiCkSOn (SF) d S Mills. 3.2;
167CoOk (SF) a. Hemal, II.S, 117 Overholt (SF1 d Brouhard. 11-9, 100.
Hrris (Si) 4. Belser,11-10; eley,lifuenn (WO Alhslroin, 9-I

Wolves prey-ing for upset
of SJSU swimmers at Reno
By Chris Georges
SJSU’s women’s swim team will be
thrown to the wolves" Saturday - but this
tune, the Wolves may come out on the
losing end.
Sydney Brink
Coach Connie Roy’s swimmers travel
to the University of Nevada at Reno
tomorrow to take on the Wolf Pack at noon
in the Spartans’ last meet this semester.
"I predict we’ll have the best meet of
SJSU’s Masashi Yamamoto (right) counters his opponent with a lunging
the season so far," Roy said. "The girls
jab in recent competition at Stanford University. SJSU’s Shotokan Karate
are ready. We cut back the practice
Club’s three-man team placed second in the free sparring event against
yardage this week, and we’re gonna put
six other schools. Yamamoto, a black belt, also placed second in the
skin suits on ’em."
Skin suits are ultra-light, ultra -clingy
individual sparring competition.
racing suits.
"I think the excitement of the trip will
psych them up," she said, -We’re going to
have fun and swim some good times."
The Spartaris have their work cut out
(Continued from page 7
foil. -In sabre you have to be good at for them, however. The ’Pack can match
Epee and sabre were considered to be acting, because you have to convince the SJSU stroke for stroke in nearly every
dangerous for women because in epee, the judges, and you have to have a lot of speed event and has an edge in others.
"They aren’t gonna kill us like they did
entire body is the target I as opposed to the and ability to move well.
"vital areas" in foil, meaning no arms,
"Sabte is much more free and
legs or head. I In sabre, any portion above loose, and you have to be kind of hyper. I
the waist is a valid target. Adequate have a lot of those qualities."
protection is supplied in each case,
She also believed Hurley would be
however.
strong at epee because of her height, and
"It’s safe enough now," said SJSU sure enough, Hurley has enjoyed praccoach Michael D’Asaro. "In the old days ticing epee fencing.
blades were heavier and there were other
problems, but now I think sabre and epee
Hope Konecny, the third member of
for women is a wonderful idea."
the SJSU women’s super trio, said that she
One of SJSU’s prime male epee fenprefers foil overall, but insists there was
cers. Peter Schifrin, correlated his per"no reason, physically or otherwise, wt.*
ception of fencing as a sport of the mind to
women shouldn’t compete in those two
Johnson’s idea of "heart."
categories."
"There isn’t any difference between
D’Asaro said that the desired divisions
men’s and women’s competition," he said,
are not yet sanctioned by the Amateur
"especially in a game which depends so
Fencers League of America, and probably
much on the mind. Women are on an equal
will not be "before five years, minimum."
basis."
It looks like the Spartan women will
Johnson added that she felt she may be
have to settle for dominating only the foil
better suited for sabre competition than
division until then,

A fist full of hollers

Women remain foiled

DAILY 10 to 9
SUN 11 to 7
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Corner of 5th 8, Somta Cicrai
n

last year," said Reno Coach Jerry Ba dew.
"It’ll be a close meet. I don’t see anybody
running away with it.
"San Jose’s always tough," he said.
"This is our toughest meet yet this
season."
Reno’s top swimmer, breaststroker
Ann Belikow, is undefeated this season and
swims around 1:10s in the 100-yard event.
SJSU’s Eileen Campbell swam 1:10.8 ’
Wednesday.
Karen Petterson of the ’Pack has a
season-best 50 backstroke time of 31.5.
Spartan Lisa McIntosh went 31.3 Wednesday.
Reno’s Barbara Buck has gone 1:03 in
the 100 butterfly and 2:19 in the 200 individual medley. SJSU’s Lisa Sperling
swam 1:03.3 in the fly and Campbell went
2:20.5 in the IM.
It’s anybody’s meet. And SJSU’s swim
team would like to keep that from
becoming "meat’: - as in Wolf food. -

Field hockey fans will
get their last chance to
watch the SJSU women in
action when the stickers
play their final game of the
season today against the
Australian Gold Coast
Hockey
Women’s
Association Touring Team
at 2p.111. on the East Field.
The Aussies are on a
four-week tour of Canada.
Fiji and the Western
United States, including
Hawaii. The club consists
of high school and college
players from the state of
Queensland.
The Spartans, coming
off an unprecedented
fourth place finish at the
AIAW National Chainpionships two weeks ago in
Denver, will take an 18-2
overall record into the
snatch.
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ANNOUNNENTS
GRAND OPE No N(, L hristenson s
imports. 2 Anatolia tops for the
price of one! A spec oaity ornport
shop for men and women
Casual and exotic clothing.
lesvelry and unusual artifacts
from? different countries Price
With Me student’s budget in
mind Come on and browse
Open 5 days a week. Monday
thru Friday, 10 to 6, 1186 Lincoln
Avenue, San Jose ,97 8424
Open weekends
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
now! Information available at
the A. S. off ice or phone 371 6811
FLY FOR FUN
Low Club Prices
Airplanes Rental Training. 251
2614. CALL for Price List.
JAPANESE TEAHOUSE is now
open daily in the Kelley Park
Friendship Gardens at 1300
Senter Road, near Keyes. Come
and Spend a relaxed morning or
afternoon enjoying a Japanese
lunch. A quiet study area is
available. There are more than
100 Oriental teas and 20 gourmet
coffees from which to Choose.
The TEAHOUSE Facilities
which include a seating capacity
for more than 200 are available
for group meetings at no charge.
The Kelley Park Gardens and
Teahouse will make a gorgeous
setting for a wedding and
reception. Catering and Wed
ding Photography are available
at low student rates. Bride keeps
the Wedding Negatives and all
color prints. For complete
details. please call 295.2708 or
998 9699.
FOR
FREE
Real
Estate
consultation, contact F zoned
Emarni and Robert Taylor. ST F
Enterprises. 1150 South Bascom.
Suite 13. Phone 388 5515 or629
7671.

iES

WRITE A RESUME Now.
A
workbook designed for students.
housewives
and
career
,
changers. 56.45 postpaid. CB
Functional Resumes. 1414
Miravalle Ave.. Los Altos 94022.
WIN A PAIR of K2 355 MIDs, The
SKI CLUB is raffling Otto brand
new pair of K2 255 MI Ds, retail
value of 5239.95, Tickets are 251
a piece or 5 for 51. It’s an otter
You can’t refuse. Buy tickets at
the SKI CLUB table near the
Student Union. Drawing will be
held Dec. 7th. so hurry! This ski
season promises to be a good
one, keep praying for snow!
More information call Bob or
Joe 68200 2529, Wade at 293 1521.
Steve at 268 0126.
Happy
Holidays roan the SKI CLUB.
FREE DINNERS
Call BRESERS EAST for your
FREE Student Discount Dinner
Cards also look under Per
sore’s BREWERS EAST, 93504
Market. 292 8220.
CCHI U Reunion Dinner Dance.
Dec. 30, Moffett Field Officers
Club. X members contact A.
Wong, 293 6583 or J. Ho. 252 2949.
State
JOSe
MEChA-San
University MEChA would like to
thank you for attending our first
meeting this academic year
1977 OR We also want to take this
opportunity to extend a warm
welcome and abrazo to all LA
RAZA GENIE MECIA has
Prepared some activities and
programs for this year which
Will be announced in the
Spartaguide, in which we hope
that you will participate in. If
YOU are interested in any of the
activities or have new ideas.
accept this as a personal in
vitation to attend the next
MEChA meeting. MEChA meets
every Monday at 4 p.m. in the
Guadalupe Room of the Student
Union. Info call 14081251 3894.
Hey all you lovely "Plant Mamas"
and "Plant Papas" consider
yourselves very fortunate to be
reading these words. Because I
am going to introduce you to a
"health food" which is going to
bring happiness, happiness to all
your "little green children."
They will thank you forever by
throwing out their arms till you
will have to trim them back to
keep them from taking over
your "pad." This "health food"
is called Marsh’s VF It. It’s the
plant food everyone is talking
about and no wonder!! Some
Hydroponic experts Perfected
this "magic luice" for all those
poor plants trying to survive
under human conditions in
houses and apartments. Poor
things they need all the hell:,
they can get. If you have a
Creeping charley your’e ;Ming
to be calling him your
"Galloping Chuck" after a few
drinks of the magic "VF 11"
potent. And you’d better bolt
down your door if you want to
hang onto your Wandering
Jew!! Your "little green
children" are going to get very
"high"on this stuff They will be
los healthy in so short a time
you’ll find a whole new ex
citement In "Plant Paren
thooci." "VF -11" has been
known to have reincarnation
powers, so try it quickly on
some of those plants you think
are deceased you’ll be shouting
HALLELUJAH!!! as you watch
them come back to life. Our
motto is: DON’T LET YOUR
PLANTS GO TO H . HEAVEN!!
USE "MARSH’S VF I I"!!! You
can purchase this great plant
food at: Safeway, Apha Beta,
Ralph’s, FryS, Gemco, Luckys,
Pay Less, Longs, Brentwood.
Save On, Orchard Supply. For
locations closest to you, call 356
4166
_
Let ACRE help you with your
research design. Instrument
development, data analysis and
data Interpretation. Expert
assistance on and hourly basis.
MC and BOA accepted. 415 328
7175.
. _
SKYDIVE: CoMPlete 1st Jump
course. Expert InStructions. 535.
Phone 132 3960.

PSI, Graduate School of
Professional Psychology Ap
plications are currently being
accepted for our PhD program
in
Clinical Counseling
Psychology E xistentoa I huma
nistic emphasis State approved
for professional license Write
Ion free brochure, current
catalogue SI 00 Dr George
Muench. director Dr Peter
Koestenbaum, dean PSI. 580
College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA
94306.

MOVING SALE Couches, chairs,
household items. tables Dec
10th and 11th at 640 N 18th St
San Jose

MOSHER’S
LTD.
MEN’S
traditional clothing. Now with a
shop a IsIcKks campus at No II
Posed de San Antonio The new
downtown Mall. If you like great
looks and quality, take a walk
down the mall and browse
among Gant. Jaeger, Dean
sgate. and other outstanding
lines.

Find that special Christmas present
you’ve been looking for at the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE And
receive extra money for
shopping by selling your used
books Dec 1221. 60 percent for
all books used next semester

Holiday decorations, convenient
shopping, friendly slaesPeoPle,
and CASH for used books All at
the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE.
Dec 1221. 60 percent for books
Used next semester.

NEED 14 PEOPLE to demonstrate
Shaklee Products "They Sell
Themselves " Earn S165./wk.
working one hour a day. Call
Mac at 366 1453 Istwn.6 7 p.m

AUTOMOTIVE
VW PORSCHE SERVICE All work
guaranteed. Tune ups from $21
includng parts. Also instruction
in tuning and appraisal service
for prospective buyers. Free
house calls in central S.J. Phone
Dan 356 6748 eves.
WHEELS FOR SALE? Incredible
offer to SJSU students Photo ad
for only $1.50 runs until you sell
(max 4 wks) Call AUTO VIEW
"The Vehicle Shopping Guide."
For details call 247 7469.
USED AUTO SELLER/BUYER
MATCHING
COMPUTER
SERVICE. Let us help you sell
or find an auto, van, wagon or
light trucck. Sellers, you select
from among four sorted listings
of all vehicles for sale or specify
the exacct vehicle you seek and
we will find many that match it.
Write to us for details: AUTO
MASON, P.O Box 11724, Palo
Alto, CA 94306 or phone 14151327
8320,
RENAULT 1971, R 12. New Clutch
and valve job, 4 cyl.. Exc.
condition, 51500/best off. Most
seltbefore Christmas. Call 265.
4999 or 997 1221.
’313 CHEVY PICKUP. 327 Hi pert.,
rebuilt, body eon., needs paint.
S1,500/offer. 736 0518, Dave
Truck for Sale FORD 1 1 ton PU.
Chevy 283 w/Holley 4 barrel,
A.T. Heavy duty 5600 264 9058
Jeff.
Will your car make it over the
mountains for your holiday ski
trip? Get a tune up with MO
money you get by selling yowl)
books for 60 percent to the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE, Dec
121

FOR SALE
SHREDDED FOAM rubber. 50
cents per lb. No limit to a
customer. 293 2954.
COUNTRY GUILTS, home made,
various colors, room accents. To
KING SIZE, non allergic, cotton
With polyester filling. 2950181 or
295 2355.
WATERBEDS any size, complete
With mattress, heater, liner,
frame and pedestal, only 5119 to
SJSU students with this ad.
Located 5 minutes from cam
pus Noah’s Ark Waterbeds. 86
Keyes St., San Jose. 2898451.

22"

10 SPEED SILVEREAGLE.
Excellent cond. 590 246 1696.

DEAR STUDENTS Your insurance
man on the campus can take
care of all your insurance
needs AUTO, HOME, FIRE,
AND
RENTERS. LIFE
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus.
your home or my office. Let’s
get together and give you better
coverage for less Money. CALL:
MORY STAR, 253 3277 or 4463649.

KAWASAKI 175, 1975, 2300M.
Perfect commuter, never on
dirt. Garaged 226 7371 eves.
1600.
HELP yourself and your II itle OneS
for Xmas. Send for Pyramid
Energy kit. Enhance power,
love, health, wealth, meditation.
(onions 24 K. electroplate
pendant, pyramid energy re
charger, compass, booklet. All
for $095 plus S 1.50 for tax and
handling. Send check or m.o. to
Thrif, Craft, Re ycle 194 W.
Santa Clara St. S.J. 95113
FOR SALE: Queen Size box springs
and mattress, Beauty Rest, 6
yrs. old, very clean. 5103. Call
3066538.
BEST OFFER. ’73 Honda CL 450. ’69
Toyota, stick and partS. 28
Noshua 1 in space, fun I 353
3197.
SCHW1NN Varsity, 21" 10 spcl. Less
than 1 yr. old, exc cond., 885.
2954046.
- - MOPED.

Brand
Cla0,
canaries intl.
spring forks, etc.

HONDA CB 550 Four Only 3 mo
old Less than 2000 ml Runs
perfect 51.500 Call Mike at 775
8079 or see al 576 S Sth St . No 3
JEROBEE I/13 scale radio control
race car, with transmitter and 1
bodies Like new. S80. Call 177
8902. ask for Ron.

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS, summer year
round. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia.etc. All fields.
5510 $1,200 monthly. Expenses
paid Sightseeing. Free info.
write International Job Center,
Dept SB, Box 4490, Berkeley,
CA 94104
EARN EXTRA INCOME IN YOUR
SPARE TIME. TRAINING
PROVIDED, Phone 266 8891
COLLEGE STUDENTS needing
over $100 per week for part time
work. Flenible hours. Must be
neat, have car pod phone. Call
Fuller Brush Co., 243 1121 for
interview appointment
ACCOUNTING (Auditor) Full time
Position open for an individual
majoring in accounting. The
position begins hourly, but will
be management within one
7 am.
year Hours II pm
Contact Personnel i4081 988
1500. Marriott Hotel, 2700
Mission College Blvd . Santa
Clara. CA 95054. an Equal Op
portunity Employer Ni"F
HOMEMAKERS NEEDED NOW!
Help elderly or disabled with
light hsekeeping, personal care
Full or part time Flexible
hours. Experienced or will pay
while training Need car 292
5255. Home helpers of Santa
Clara County.
TRAVELINE REPRESENTATIVE,
immediate opening for a sharp,
energetic individual with proven
interpersonal skills to represent
a leader in the travel industry
No direct sales. 70 hours per
week. starting January 1st. We
are looking for a winner with a
proven record of integrity.
personal stability, and cow
rnunity involvement. Your self
initiative will be recognized and
rewarded With an excellent
incentive program. Hard work
along with intelligence and
onnae sales know how are the
ingredients for this well paid,
part time position. Call Toll
Free, 1 800 821 2270, ext. 510, 24
hours
ACTIVISTS
Looking for employment this
winter? Earn a living working
to bring the Bottle Bill to CA.
Californians Against Waste is
heading up the grassroots
movement to enact deposit
legislation. Paid full and part
time canvassing and fund
raising positions available. Call
for interviews between 4 prn and
7 pm 2065150
FLEXIBLE HOURS/GOOD PAY
aides/ord.
Nurses’
Need
54.00 hr. LVN’s. S5.62 hr., and
RN’s, 57 hr. Some experience
required. Call for appt. New
Horizons Nurses’ Registry, 2775
Park Ave. S.0 287 1749.
NEED 16 peOple to demonstrate
Earn
products.
Shaklee
S165 wk. working I hr day. Call
val 679 81956 7 p.m.
PART TIME rnisc work near
campus 13.50 hr. Will fit your
’schedule Call 733 6262 between
II and 51,
RESTAURANT HELP NEEDED.
Counterper sons, buspersons.
cashiers. Breakfast, lunch and
dinner shifts. Apply in person
daily 9.30 to noon and 3104.30
Food and
p.m
Hoagies
Beverage Co., 1368 Bordeaux
(near Lockheed), Sunnyvale.
PERSON to run errands for law
firm, on call basis. 83 hr plus
mileage. call Brenda. 286 8380.
GOING HOME to LA. for holidays?
Make S50 $100 Selling picture
film at parade. Tournament of
Roses Film Sales, Inc. 12131242
1992 or 342 1915.
LONG TERM sub needed for 6,7 and
8 grade gym and health classes
Begins Jan 274 7627
PERSON NEEDED TO HELP
CARRY MY BOOKS to the
Spartan Bookstore to sell them
for 60 percent. Dec 12 21

CLOSEOUT: WeylesS 103 percent
W001 cycling jerseys, reg. 25.95
only 17.50 Chamois gloves reg.
10,00 now 6.00 limited supply.
Offer good with this ad. Shaw’s
Cycles 131E William 295 51124.

DO

Female to share 2 bdrm house near
Captol lop and Snell Ave. 0140
Non smoker!
oncl utilities.
Phone 227 3430 or 226 7353

Palo Alto San Jose.
CARPOOL
Will
inlersession B 00 II 30
share expense, 493 7842

HOUSE FOR SALE NEAR Si.
STATE UNIV QUIET AREA 2
berm, 1 Pa., w w carpet,
drapes. air cond., stove. refrig .
BBO pit $36,500, 1 ’3 down
(cash), monthly payments of
1.280. MUST SELL!!! 969.8591,
321 9717.
FEMALE: Yelp find and share 2
barm apt. by Jan. 1. Over 25,
straight, serious student. Non
smoker. Call 296 0500 after 5 30
p.m.
HUGE priv. rm. w/kit. priv 1 2
block to SJSU. Prefer resp male
student. 297 7679. Avail. 12 I.
FEMALE to share 2 bdrrn. apt. Non
smoker, no pets. $,112.50/mo
plus S57.50 cleaning deposit. Call
after 7,240 1319.
2 BDRM. turn apt for rent. Clean,
near school. S. 1 1 th St..
1210/rno.. w/o pd. Students only,
no pets. Phone Mr. Frank, 269
8922 for info.
Quiet Mature Students 3 Bedroom 2
Bath Unfurnished clean quiet
environment Parking 467 So. 8th
St. See Mgr
NEED 2 female mites to share 3
berm house in Santa Clara.
Grad students
$175 mo
preferred 244 0968 after 3.
BRIGHT room for rent in large
Victorian house. Clean and
quiet. S115/mo., close to SJSU.
298 3430.
Two females need quiet, non
smoking female to share
apartment Call 277 8662 or 217
8672
MALE single room. kitchen prin..
living room. 590 115 S. 14th St.
If your living space is a bit cramped,
create more room by selling
those unwanted books. 60 per
cent for books used next
SPARTAN
semester.
BOOKSTORE.
CLEAN. quiet, turn, 1 berm, apt
$160 plus dep. All utilities paid
Near SJSU. Non smoker. 288
8356.

LOSE 10 29 lbs. on one month
drinking milkshakes, no drugsexcerccises. Totally natural
Moody bacck guarantee. 520
plus tax/mo. supply. Call 267
3528,2 6 pin.
ALOE VERA Natural Skin Care
Products, Approx. 15 items to
aid your natural beauty. For
information, 2416061
FREE pregnancy testing. Low cost.
confidential, birth ccontrol
services. Abortion and sup
portion counseling. Call
Pregnancy Consultation Center.
255 1773.
PROTECT YOURSELF! In
dividualized private Instruction
in self defense, rape prevention
and psychology. Call for con
sultation. Cliff, 269 1491
OPEN HOUSE Come visit us in the
PEER DROP IN CENTER,
during the Fantasy Faire. We’ll
offer some workshops on
martial arts, spartan gardens
and more We also have holiday
goodies and musical en
tertainment. All week, 95. 3rd
level Student Union

LOST White Samoy Husky 8 won
SJS area. REWARD. Call 293
2051,293 4014 or 35A 6749.
SILVER SCARAB (bug) and chain
LOST In Mini gym. Reward.
Call 2811 9743 PLEASE!
LOST: Reward, no questions asked
for return of small box with
papers and parts taken 11.’29
from old Jaguar. Keep other
stuff but please return box.
Burns. 277 2177
FOUND Muffler, Call 2173100 to
identify. Ask for Brad.
AT
THE
FOUND
MONEY
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE by
selling used books. Dec. 12 21. 60
percent for books used next
semester.

PERSONALS
THE SJSU GAY STUDENT UNION
meets every Thurs. at 8 p.m. in
the Almaden Room of the
Student Union. G.S. U. is an
informal club striving to meet
the needs of the gay community
on campus and off. You will find
Mat our meetings are always
friendly and informative.
Meetings are half structured,
half informal, and are attended
by about 50 people. Be your
whole self, attend! 11/10: Sing
along in Guadalupe Rm.
11/1
11 17 . Disco
Dance;
Political Rap Group; 12/1: Pot
Luck off campus) 12/15:
Political Speaker: 12/22: Dance.
Call 298.GAY S for info.
VOLUNTEERS needed to work with
disturbed children. Peninsula
Children’sCenter. 494 1200.
,
VOIUNTEERS needed: Work on a
one to one basis with an
emotionally disturbed child
aged 2 f
Learn Behavior
Modification techniques, gain
experience.
Mornings
valuable
9 1,or afternoons 12.301,30. Call
Zonta Children’s Center, 295
3581

HOUSING
FULL SECURITY BUILDING
Extremely large two bedroom
and two bath) 5thw’w car
paling; AEK; IMO; courtyard.
recrOOM, POCII: Parking; two
blocks from campus. $240 and
up. Utilities paid. Chuck. 9911
4149 leave rnessageNcno and
next semester

EXPERT in all Academic typing
Correcting Selectric II Typewriter.
call Andrea 913 47)7

Dec

II?). Books used nex
semester bought tor 60 percent
at the SPARTAN BOOK STORE

STEREO
Before you
SAVE THIS AD
Purchase costly stereo equip
color TVs., check with us for
SUPER DISCOUN.1 S on 200
major brands We manufacture
acomplete line of qualify
Loudspeaker systems and
recording tape wholesale to the
public SOUNDS UNIQUE 998
7693 Vu F rl 6. Sat 135.
AUDIOPHILES!
ATTENTION
Tannoy. Phase Linear, Genesis,
MK, BplusW, DBX, KLH, MXR,
CV Ohm, Dahlquost, LAO,
Nakamicho, RIR. B plus 0,
DCM, Mplus K, ADC, DB Gas,
Janus, Mkko, Sonus, Scott, E PI.
JVC, ESS. JBL, BIC, JIL, and
more at Discount Prices!
AUDIO ENTERPRISES has
over 140 Malcor brands of home
electronics at 10 to SO percent
Off! All new full warranty Free
cassette carousel, stylus tomer,
or rec cleaner kit w/any
system, Call 984 5550, M F, 49,
All day. Sat Sun ASK for KEN
Improve your stereo system with the
CASH from selling books at the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE Dec
12 71, 60 percent for books used
next semester

TYPING thesis and term papers
Fast and accurate Call 866 1798

KEYPUNCHING. Got better things
to do than typing a icing
program, Then call me Fast,

Please we need more time together:
let’s go away for the weekend
with the money I get by selling
my used books for 60 percent at
the Spartan Bookstore.

TRAVEL

.

PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL
52 off Wad for 2
color or 4 B and W photos
Regular price 07.50
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 2931006 20
Paseo de San Antonio, SJ
(between 1st and 2nd Streets,

FREE WORLDWIDE (HARTER
FLIGHT Locating Service Wu
represent all operators Paris
Amsterdam
London
Zurich
Frankfort
Hong
Israel .
Dvsseldorl
Chicago
Philippines
Kong
In
Hawaii
New York
ternational Student identity
Job
Overseas
Card
Placement o Students Only!)
Tour information aludgell
Infra European Student F lights
Student Tours Israel USSR
Train Info Camping tours in
Student hights to
Europe
Asia, Afraa, Australia, Middle
Mexico
East Aram Europx-i
Travel information Traveler’s
Travel
insurance
Can Leasing and
Publications
Purchasing . Maps, hard to find
travel books. luggage and
backpacks . Please visit one of
our offices On campus, Main
Floor of Student Union. outside
Business Office Tues., Wed,
Thurs., II 2. Off campus Trip
and Travel Planning CCo
If ormerely Campus Travel
advisers; 444 E Williams St. SJ
95112 Call 140E092 1613 Mon
Fri .9 6.
FLIGHTS.
CHARTER
Oakland/London from 5335
round trip. Also to Dusseldorf on
new Trostar Jumbo from $389
New programs available now up
to April ’78. Also low cost flights
from London to most major
BRITISH
cities in Europe
EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Saratoga Ave. San Jose 95129
PHONE 446 5252
RIDER NEEDED. one way. to L.A.
or San Diego area Share ex
penses and droving Leaving
17 72 Contact Cindy at 298 7295,
or leave message at 277 3171
Enjoy your vacation by faking the
trip you’ve been waiting for
Pay for it with the CASH you
receive from selling your used
books. Spartan Bookstore, Dec
122), 60 percent for books user
next semester

SANTA’S am
OF VALUES

RIDER NEEDED to SOH Lake City
during Xmas. 286.0407 eveS.

DEAR CATHY OTTESON. Merry
Christmas! May this Christmas
be your best. Love, S.S.
RENT CABIN at Tahoe.? bdrms, at
foot of Heavenly, near clubs.
5150 wk, S50 wkrtd. 267 2697.
VETERANS
YOU may NOW
qualify to BUY a townhouse,
single family home, con
dorninium, mobilehome or in
come property. I’ll be happy to
explain it to you. No obligation.
Call Dvid Jones. agent for
Century 21. Perry and Perry
Real Estate. Office: 267 3535 Or
at my home. 249.0833. Do if
NOW before pr ices start logo up
again!!

HO! HO! HO!

You can

SERVICES
TYPING 4 CASSETTE
Student
TRANSCRIPTION.
rates, 75 cents page and up
papers resumes theses
Term
senior projects reports letters,
etc. All work guaranteed IBM
Correcting Selectrics. Business
accounts solicited. NORTH
SECRETARIAL
VALLEY
SERVICE. SOO CHARCOT AVE..
102, ORCHARD
SUITE
BUSINESS PARK. SAN JOSE
263 4525 KITTY CARTER

find those
special
Christmas

INTELLIGENT TYPING Edding,
grammar, form. 9 a.m. 9 p.m.
Phone Margie Reeves, 996 1265.

gifts here...

EFFICIENT,
TYPING FAST.
RELIABLE. Term papers,
reports, theses, letters,
resumes. etc. Error free w.’I BM
Correcting Selectric. Call
Barbara Morgan 01 252 2061

DEBONAIR DATING SERVICE.
Fast, personal and selective.
Men and women of all ages are
welcome Women for the first 30
days will be allowed in free with
this ad. Unlimited in in
troductions. 259 7254

TYPING, FAST AND ACCURATE.
Got a deadline? We can meet it
for you. Revisions? Fast and
cheap on our automatic
equipment. And we do
typesetting. MO! Call Heather
2671593 anytime.

in the
Spartan
Daily
Classifieds

11111LIMION11111

Prunt Your Ad Here:

Rates

(Count approx 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Korb

’Tiro

Four

dos,

days
2.50
2.90
3.50
3.90

Fire
days
2.50
3.00
3.50
5.00

2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
I 11A
3.25
IIIIPA
3.00
liii Cu
3.50
3.75
oil Ii addilinnal line add:
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
Minintum Three Lines One Day
Semester rate (all unapt) $25,101
Check a Classification

L’or

COMPLETE RESUME SERVICE
Resumes typed and printed S10
and up for 100 copies. Typing
S4/first page. 53 each
onlY
NORTH
additional
page
VALLEY
SECRETARIAL
SERVICE. AAMIR’S SUPER
PRINT . Orchard Business Park.
Orchard Budding. GOO Cheroot
avenue, Suite 102 ocorner of
Cheroot and Paragon Dr.) San
Jose, CA 95131 263 4525 or 946
1975

TERM PAPERS/THESIS typed 75
cents to SI rag IBM Selectric
w various type balls V Mprros
277 1035

DISCOVER A fresh new you, with
Shaklee products. Call "Bob"
for your complimentary beauty
demonstration. No obligatIon.
266-1453 between 6 7 pm

nnou oreoirob
ulvIIIfilIl

DANCING JAZZ, MODERN, TAP
CLASSES beggining om
mechately Phone 270 6514

DEBBIE E. I completed your
Questionnaire on Friday in the
Union Cafeteria. You gave me
the answers to the Authors to
Books question. Could we meet
again? Jeff S. 2277973.

SURROGATE PARENTS available
to care for your children in a
loving home situation for any
emergency, for a day, over
night, weekend or extended
Full 24 hour care
vacation.
available, including taking the
children to and from their own
school. Full facilities available
to care for tiny infants too
Enjoy a 2nd honeymoon without
your children, knowing they will
be safely cared for. Low rates.
Discount for more than one
child. For furMer details call
998 9699 days or 257.8433
evenings.

,IIIPA

TYPING Fast, accurate, and
reasonable too Try me on West
San Jose Patty 9114 1647

TYPING SERVICES
FAST
RATES,
REASONABLE
QUALITY WORK
Regene
Manning, 797 6510

GWEN People say I’m hilarious
and have a cOntageous sense of
humor. Don’t tell me you’ve
found a cure! Now that’s funny’
Reggie.

reasonaboe rates COBOL IOU
cards only 62 Other languages.
C,iii
297 8661
negotiable
weekdays after 4 Jo. weikends
anytime

y pi NG Thesis. Horn papers. etc
experienced and last Phone 769
8674

Lee Miller. I’ll be coming down vour
chimney, Lobe. Your

LOST and FOUND

One
day
11.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
It you are a good student, you
may qualify for a 25 percent
discount on your auto insurance
We also offer excellent rates for
homeowners and renters on
surance Appointments at time
and place convenient to you
Call Bruce Lott at 241 4750

SCREW FINALS!!!
HAPPY HOUR
10 p.m. 1:30
a .m Thurs.. Fri.. Sat. nights. 75
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Biology prof finds life
on dark ocean floor
By H. Kim Lew
Life on this planet may not depend solely upon energy
from the sun, according to an SJSU biologist who’s
studying new shellfish species found at 9,000 feet below the
ocean’s surface.
Dr. Vida Kenk, SJSU biology professor, was one of
four scientists chosen by the Smithoonian Institute to
examine life forms found on the Pacific Ocean floor near
the Galapagos Islands. She is analyzing mussels.
The organisms were found by an expedition of
geologists looking for reported "hot-water" vents in the
deep sea trenches. The water there is usually near
freezing, Kenk said. The expedition’s find was reported in
the October isssue of National Geographic magazine.
The hot water vents were found bubbling out of the
ground at 9,000 feet. Around these vents were found
colonies of life not dependent on the sun for energy.
Plants convert the sun’s energy into "food" through
the process of photosynthesis. Scientists have believed
plants were necessaery to support life on earth, Kenk
said.
Light, however, only penetrates the ocean’s surface to
the level of 600 feet, she said. The colonies of life found by
the expedition appal ently were being supported by
bacteria which have the ability to convert hydrogen
sulfide, which is spewed by the vents, into usable energy
for the mullosks.
Mussels are "filter feeders," organisms which get
food by filtering sea water through their bodies. The
animals were not thought to exist long before photosynthesis, she said.
"Chemosynthesis," the process which sustains the
bacteria, is suspected of having existed long before
photosynthesis, Kenk said, and is not new to science. But
the Galapagos colonies represent the first evidence that
the hydrogen sulfide conversion process is capable of
supporting a chain of higher organisms.
It’s nearly impossible for scientists to speculate on
how the mussels and other creatures made their way to
the ocean floor. However, she aaid that the mussels
"adapted to their enviromment," and that they had
"certainly been down there for a longtime."
The animal’s original ancestors may have been
deposited at the ocean floor as long as 400 million years
ago.
The sulfur-processing bacteria live in water which
penetrates the oceanic crust and the life forms brought
back by the expedition are permeated with the "rotten
egg smell" of hydrogen sulfide, Kenk said.
Kenk first learned of the expedition’s find from news
accounts last spring. She was pregnant at the time with
her first child. A son was born in May, and her husband,
also a biologist, had to au. .Inister her final examinations.

SJSU pinball addicts
1Continued from page 11
But, some said, this destroyed the fun in the game.
"What it comes down to is the competition," said Bob
Darwin, who added, if it was offered, he would major in
pinball science. "To beat the machine is a wonderful
feeling, but it must be done ethically.
"If I’ve figured the machine out, it’s like a love affair
that’s over with. You can’t go back to it. You must move
on to another machine."
Which, with a determined glint in his eyes, he did.
After all, there was serious business to attend to. Once a
relationship with a pinball machine, as with a lover, is
over, a whole new challenge lies ahead. It is time to move
on.

Soon after the birth of her child, the 37-year-old
professor received the request from the Smithsonian to
study the mussels.
"I drooled over the discovery," she said. "I never
dreamed I’d get a chance to identify them. It was like a
geologist being asked if he wanted to work on the moon
rocks."
The leader of the expedition, Oregon State University
professor John Corliss, brought the jars of about 50
alcohol-soaked mussels to Kenk at a meeting this summer
in San Francisco, she said.
Kenk’s specimens include large, dark mollusks as big
as those on our own coast and small, yellowish, oyster-like
mussels. Both are members of the same species, Kenk
said, with the larger mollusks probably coming from an
older colony. She is analyzing them at her Saratoga home
while on sabbatical.
As she views the animals beneath a microscope, she
attempts to fit the specimens into established categories.
Kenk has hypothesized that the specimens belong to
the family Mytilidae, the same as mussels on the West
Coast. The mollusks do not, however, belong to any known
genus, Kenk said. Basic physiological differences, such as
the location of an "in-current feeding syphon," indicate
that they may be a new species.
Taxonomy of musselstheir anatomy and relationshipshas been Kenk’s specialty since her graduate years
La Cosa Nueva will
at Harvard, where she received a Ph. D. in 1967.
provide music, news,
Kenk, second vice president of the Western Society of public affairs and special
Malacology, is one of the world’s three experts of mussel programs to the Chicano
taxonomy. The others are in Norway and Australia.
community from 2 p.m. to
The mussels and other life forms form the deep-sea midnight Sunday on KSJS,
have changed the scientist’s thinking about the ocean stereo 91 FM
floor, which was once considered barren, Kenk said.
Other animals under study are clams, snails and tube
The Grace Baptist
worms.
Sunday Forum will discuss
other
colonies
of
life
may
exist
"We wonder how many
"Christianity and Healing
on the ocean floor," she said. "We must begin to re- at 7 p.m. Sunday at 10th
examine our thinking about the chain of life on this and San Fernando streets.
planet."
Guest speakers include
None of the biological scientists are being paid for Dave and Karen Yinger
their analysis, however Kenk said that they plan to get and Marge Burns.
together with researchers investigating the geological
significance of the hot-water vents and conduct a symThe SJSU Folk Dance
poseumhopefully resulting in a composite study to be Club will hold a meeting at
prepared for publication.
7:30 tonight in the Women’s

flames prevented them
from getting into the
pickup where the other
man was burning.
Authorities learned
later that the man had not
died from his burns but
from a bullet to the heart
fired before the fire was
set.
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The Music Department
will present three recitals

Hai* Rama Pomagettfy

The Philosophy 108
class, "Social and Political
Philosophy," will present
RESPONSIBLE

this weekend in the Concert
Hall, Veronica Baltes will
give a senior recital at 8:15
p.m. tomorrow, Helen
Centiner will give a
Master’s recital at 3:15
p.m. Sunday and Joe
Englert will give a student
recital at 8:15 p.m. Sunday.
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The Student Health
Services will provide
hypertension screening
and a blood pressure check
from 4 to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday on the
first floor of Library North.

representatives from the
Communist Labor Party
and the Libertarian Party
in a joint discussion at
11:30 a.m, today in
Business Classroom 124.

CHRISTMAS TOWN

190 3800

Lost Night
FANTASTIC
ANIMATION
FESTIVAL
9:10a1130
YELLOW
SUBMARINE
7:15

SPARTAGUIDE
Gym room 101.
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Scott Allen

Pete Torreano, an SJSU student, plays the
metallophone. a Javanese instrument which,
along with drums and gongs, comprise a
gomelan, an orchestra that will be featured in
tonight s free concert in the Music Concert
Hall, Room 176.

Gamelan concert

Pair shot, burned-- one dies
CHOWCH11,I,A API One man was shot fatally
and another was wounded
five times, then both were
doused with gasoline and
set on fire, authorities said
yesterday.
The wounded man,
identified as Ronald Rose,
about 30, of West Covina,
was hospitalized in Fresno
with abdomen wounds and
severe burns over 45
percent of his body. He
was reported in critical
condition. The dead man’s
name had not been
released.
Two Madera County
sherriff’s deputies said
they spotted flames at an
abandoned service station
along State Route 99 near
here late Wednesday.
Then, they saw Rose
running from a burning
pickup with his clothes on
fire.
The deputies extinguished the flames on
his clothes, but heat and
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ALCM
San lose
Santa Clara
Ims Altos
Campbell
Stevens Creek
Almaden
Fremont

80 South Second Street
2855 El Camino Real
4916 El Camino Real
1625 West Campbell Avenue
3585 Stevens Creek Boulevard
1033 Blossom Hill Road
3744 Mowry Avenue

Over 32 Years of Success thru Satisfied Customers

STEREO/ TV CEN1ERS
297-7l I I
248-4033
964-7222
379-7210
241-6326
267-7300
796-4666

The Home 01 the 7 -Year Color Picture Tithe Warranty 5 -Year
Service Agreement on Component Systems I -Year Speaker Es’
change Over 32 -Years of Sales and Service Over 50 -Famous
Name Brands such as Advent Akai BIC Fisher I VC Ken
wood Klipsch . MGA
Pioneer Quasar RCA . Sanyo. Sony.
Zenith plus many more. Use Your Bank Credit Cards or Alco’s
Easy Monthly Terms.
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